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Abstract
This thesis explores the role of industrial design in the formulation of technology
strategy for certain firms that compete in markets of high-tech consumer
products. The initial intuition is that the role of industrial design becomes more
important at mature stages of the product evolution cycle. Industrial design
makes products more user-friendly and attractive, which are highly valued by
later stage, mainstream users.
Successes of such firms are largely dependent on user's experiences of the firms'
products. A utility-based concept model is created to formalize four components
that are responsible for user's experience: functional performance (how well it
does its job), capability (what jobs can the product do), usability (how easy to use
the product to do its Cjob), and aestetics (how externally beautiful is the
product). The concept model is then converted into a testable framework for
analyzing existing high-tech consumer product trends. A case study on the
mobile phone industry is conducted to test the concept model and to understand
the role of industrial design in various mobile phone evolution cycle scenarios.
36 phones are evaluated in detail and a survey is constructed to measure
"prettiness" of the products.
The final result confirms the initial intuition: soft factors of industrial design
become more important in determining product success at later stages of the
product evolution cycle. There are also strong supporting evidence to show the
series of product evolution cycles that can occur for a given high-tech consumer
product, when there is a dramatic shift in the importance of industrial design.
The recommendation for firms of high-tech consumer products is to (i)
understand the stage of product evolution cycle, (ii) understand the appropriate
level of functional performance, capability, usability, and aesthetics in
comparison to competitor's products, and (iii) make industrial design to be the
core component of technology strategy for the firm's products.
Author: Arthur T. Mak
Thesis Advisor: Michael A. M. Davies
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Introduction
1.1 Problem Overview
Consumer products, especially those coupled with complicated
technologies, are evolving at an astonishing speed. Firms in such industries need
to compete in ultra-competitive product markets where both the market
evolution and technology evolution progress rapidly. Core competitive
advantages from new products face rapid erosion. In order to survive, companies
need to continuously develop new products, equipped with the latest technology
and features, every year, every quarter, just to stay ahead of the competition. A
new blockbuster product with the latest and greatest innovations often
dominates the market and makes competitor products and past products
obsolete, for a short while.
In order to win consistently in this competitive space, firms need to pick
their product development strategy carefully. We have observed an interesting
trend that is becoming more apparent. The trend shows that products with the
most features and highest functional performance do not always win. They lose
to products that are more user-friendly and prettier. Product capability and
performance have been the traditional metrics to predict product success. The
strange phenomenon is that usability and aesthetics, namely industrial design
aspect of the product, nevertheless often seem to triumph in highly technological
markets. The trend is most evident in high-tech consumer products, which are
more mature in the marketplace. Are technological innovations defeated and
replaced by seemingly frivolous, trivial product attributes to many product
engineers and managers?
This issue has strong implications for the strategy of firms, motivating
them to figure out the importance of industrial design in comparison with
technological innovations that drive features and performance. If it is proven that
at a certain stage of the product evolution cycle, industrial design becomes more
important than technological innovations, firms should shape its strategy
accordingly and aggressively. In such a scenario, firms should shift its priorities,
processes, and resource allocations from "hard" engineering and R&D to the
"softer" aspect of industrial design of the product.
The purpose of this paper is to understand the causal mechanisms for the
changing importance of technological innovation to industrial design over the
product life cycle. We believe in the tremendous value for product and business
.. . ... ___ lri _ I__ li_
managers to better understand when, why, and to what extent industrial design
has an impact on product success.
1.2 General Approach
A successful outcome for this research would be to create a useful and
intuitive framework for managers and executives to make the crucial tradeoff
between technological innovation and industrial design. In order to develop such
a framework, our paper extensively studies cell phone products. The rapid cell
phone evolutionary and revolutionary trends over the past few decades have
provided us a rich data set to analyze.
We advocate the theory building process prescribed by leading business
school professors (Christensen, Carlile. 2006). As a first step, we review the
development of a descriptive theory that correlates the observed relationship
between a product's characteristics (features, performance, usability, and
aesthetics) and the product's relative success in the marketplace. The second step
is to develop a prescriptive theory that explains the causal relationship between
the product's characteristics and its relative success in the marketplace by
focusing on more specific circumstances. In our case, the circumstances of
interest are specific periods when a product's technology revolution occurs.
In order to establish these theories, a range of engineering, management,
and behavioral science literatures are studied to create a testable framework.
Both tangible and intangible product characteristics are measured such that valid
comparison and ranking of various products can be made. Data are generated
primarily from market research reports, product specifications, product reviews,
and interviews with industry experts. After the development of a theory that can
predict historical market trends of cell phones, we used the same prescriptive
theory to predict the success of cell phone products in 2009. Also, we highlighted
some of the fundamental findings that are intuitive for predicting product's
market success for non-cellular markets.
The thesis is organized as follow. Chapter 2 is a summary of the thesis's
hypothesis, objective, and success criteria. Chapter 3 is a description of a new
utility-based concept model for user's experience. There is also a detailed
literature review to explain the construction and validity of the concept model,
which is central to answering addressing the question posed in the hypothesis.
Chapter 4 is an overview of the important elements of the mobile phone
industry, which is the case study for the concept model. Chapter 5 is the
methodology for application of the model to the case study to explain trends in
the industry. Chapter 6 is the analysis and discussion for the concept's model
ability at predicting the observations. Chapter 7 is the creation of a new theory
that is based on the concept model and the results of the analysis. Chapter 8 and
9 are the conclusion and bibliographies for this paper.
Thesis Statement
2.1 Background of Thesis Statement
The development of many consumer products seems to come in similar
pattern of multiple stages. At the beginning stage, the product just needs to
work. It needs to at least perform up to a level of performance that satisfies the
user. Product performance is the only criteria for success in the marketplace.
Then, as product incorporates new features, the product capability (what the
product can do) becomes the basis of competition. At a certain stage in the
product evolution, as mainstream users adopt the product, they demand for
better design of the product so that the product becomes more usable and often
more aesthetically pleasing. The design aspects of the product that emphasize on
usability and aesthetics are categorized under industrial design for this thesis.
There seems to be a continual shift in relative importance between the
"hard factors" of engineering and "soft factors" of industrial design as the
product becomes more mature in the marketplace. In order to gain evidence and
new formal insight about industrial design's role during the product evolution
cycle, the thesis statement are defined to pose (i) the right set of questions
(hypothesis), (ii) the right goal (objective), and (iii) the criteria for meeting the'd H -- . . --- o .. . - } ..... . --- .. . . .. . . . . . . .
thesis objectives (success criteria) in the following sections.
2.2 Hypothesis
2.2.1 Hypothesis 1
For more mature stages of high-tech consumer product's evolution cycle,
when products over-serve consumers in terms of functional performance and
capability, industrial design rather than product functional performance becomes
increasingly more important for product's adoption or success in the
marketplace.
2.2.2 Hypothesis 2
The extent of that shift in relative importance from functional performance
and capability to industrial design of such products varies at specific points
during the technology evolution.
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2.3 Objective
The objective of this study is to create a testable theory that can
adequately explain the relative importance of industrial design and functional
performance of high-tech consumer products at different stages of the product
evolution cycle.
2.4 Success Criteria
The success criteria of this study is to:
(i) Develop a concept model that can relate the role of industrial design and
product success based on previous studies and industrial designer opinions.
(ii) Apply concept model on one high-tech consumer product market to
determine the relative importance of industrial design in different stages of
product evolution cycle.
(iii) Create a final theory that summarizes the role of industrial design and
product success that takes account of the high-tech consumer product study
in Part (ii).
Theory Formulation
3.1 Base Concept Model
3.1.1 Feature Fatigue: Paradox of Product Capability and User Experience
A user's experienced utility is a subjective measure of the user's level of
satisfaction, excitement, and happiness as a result of utilizing a certain product.
For the purposes of this thesis, I assume that user's experienced utility is
positively related to the products market success (see Section 3.5 for further
treatment of this assumption). Thus, it is in the interest of company executives
and mangers to maximize the experienced utility of a given product.
The user's experienced utility from a product is based on the product's
potential benefits to the user, rather than being based on product features. Thus,
a product user internally translates information about product features into
functional benefits in his or her mental representation (Olsen and Reynolds,
1983). Increasing the number of features can directly improve the capability of
the product - the range of tasks that the product can accomplish. Having more
capability translates into more power and choices for the user. Conventional
perception is that the user's experienced utility should also increase. After all,
one of the primary axioms of expected utility theorem is non-satiation, which, in
simple words, states that more utility is always better. Also, there is more chance
that one of the features of the product will be appealing to a given consumer.
Thus, it should come as no surprise that increasing the number of features of a
product is a common way for firms to differentiate the product from its
competition (Goldenberg et al., 2003).
However, increasing the number of features also comes with increasing
product complexity. There is anecdotal evidence that matches this intuition,
showing that product users often do not use a large proportion of the features of
the products they purchase (Ammirati, 2003). In other studies, users
demonstrated negative emotional reactions, such as anxiety and stress, as a direct
result of product over-complexity (Mick and Fournier, 1998). After all, every
additional feature that improves capability is "one more thing to learn, one more
thing to possibly misunderstand, and one more thing to search through when
looking for the thing you want." (acon, 1993)
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The full cost of adding new feature is intangible, and product managers
often have a hard time quantifying it. In fact, there are a surprising number of
scenarios where adding irrelevant features to the product can help the product to
sustain a higher premium and competitive advantage (Carpenter et al., 1994).
Thompson, Hamilton, and Rust produced an in-depth consumer utility
study that clarifies this area, which has become the subject of marketing myths,
on quantification of benefits from feature additions to products (Thompson et al.,
2005). The consumer utility study showed that consumers give
disproportionately more weight to the capability of the product and
disproportionately less weight to the usability of the product before using the
product. In other words, when a typical consumer faces a choice about
purchasing a new product, the consumer values more highly the number of
features that the product possesses rather than the ease of use of the product.
After the initial purchase and use of the product, the consumer shifts his or her
perception of value and utility towards ease of use rather than the number of
features the product possesses.
Consumers of the product often have a disconnection between the
increasing number of product features and difficulty of using the product. The
intangible nature of usability benefits cause consumers to choose overly complex
products with too many features, as consumers give too little weight to the
product's usability in their initial purchase decision. The study highlights the
observation that consumers are not rational at making the optimal choice to
maximize their long-term satisfaction derived from the products they purchased.
3.1.2 Construction of Utility-Based Concept Model
In order to structurally demystify the various factors that ultimately
contribute towards a user's level of utility derived from a product, a utility-based
concept model is constructed. The base model originates from the same
consumer utility study as shown in Figure 3-1 (Thompson et al., 2005).
Figure 3-1: Initial Utility-Based Concept Model by Thompson et Al., 2005
The initial conceptual model is very intuitive because of its logical
breakdown of user's experienced utility. Researchers for this model argue that a
combination of the capability and usability of the product together ultimately
determine the satisfaction of the user. The capability of a product is the range of
functions that the product can perform, whereas the usability of a product is the
ease of operating the product or performing specific functions with the product.
The researchers further explore the issues of what constitutes capability
and usability of a given product. As shown in Figure 3-1, the capability of the
product is partially determined by the features of the product (H1 arrow of Figure
3-1). A feature is a function (implemented in either hardware or software) of a
product that helps the user to perform one or more tasks; more features means
more tasks or affordances. Usability is determined by a combination of both the
features of the product (H2 arrow of Figure 3-1) and the expertise of the user (H3
arrow of Figure 3-1). In fact, increasing the number of features may decrease
usability of the product for previous mentioned reasons of user fatigue. On the
other hand, as users become more experienced with utilizing the product
(increasing expertise), they are going to find the product has greater usability.
3.1.3 Utility-Based Concept Model vs. Traditional Attribute-Based Model
Analyses based on this utility-based concept model should be better than
analyses based on traditional attribute-based model at predicting market success
of different products. The typical use of an attribute-based model is to
breakdown the extent to which each attribute of a product contributes towards
user's preference. Two of the most common methods of utilizing attribute-based
model are conjoint analysis and discrete-choice analysis. Such analyses overly
emphasize the initial choices of the user prior to or during product purchase. The
analyses fail to take full consideration the longer-term consumer experience from
product utilization.
The limited scope of the analysis calls into question the validity and
predictive power of attribute-based models in predicting products' sustained
success in the marketplace. Users may be dissatisfied by the initial overvaluation
of the products with a large set of product features. As engineers and product
managers decide to add extra features to the product, the cost of development
and manufacturing typically increases. Users and customers need to pay a
premium for features that they do not need. In addition to the financial cost to
the user or customer, the added features can also result in lowered user
experience due to lowered usability. This compromises the perceived utility in
the longer term, and compromises word-of-mouth and other important
contributors to products' sustained success.
3.2 Missing Elements
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3.2.1 Our Love Affaire with Objects of Desire
The existing base conceptual model is very helpful for explaining
consumers seeming inability to make rational choices that are in their long-term
interests, as previous literature by Thompson et al. suggests that most people are
shortsighted and underestimate the long-term benefits of usability. However, the
"ease of use" argument is not sufficient in explaining why we love a product.
Throughout history, we can find examples of wildly successful products
that are so desirable that it causes a social virus pandemic. I would like to
remind the readers with seven examples of such objects of desire from a
thoughtful Technology Review online article, (Bourzac, 2007) which records the
thoughts of Andrew Logan (Principal Designer of Frog Design), Mark Rolston
(Vice President of Frog Design), Matias Duarte (Director of Human Interface and
User Experience at Palm), and Bill Moggridge (designer of first laptop and co-
founder of IDEO). I have selected portions of their thoughts in the quotes below.
Polaroid SX-70 (1972)
"... immediacy of a favorable output... Instead of waiting
days to see if you took a good photo, you could take it again
right away." (Logan)
Atari 2600 (1977)
"... predates the Mac in making computers friendly... it
was sitting on the floor, being used by 10-year-old kids. It's
burned like a brand in the brains of people my age, because
that was our childhood..." (Rolston)
Sony Walkman (1979)
"You could give it to someone who's never used one before and they
can use it. You can only get that with reduction offeatures... The
social phenomenon of people walking around immersed in their own
private world was kicked off by the Walkman. I remember the
response when you put on your headphones. Your parents would
0 look at you like you killed someone." (Logan)
All quotes and photo copyrights permission for use in Secion 3.2.1 of this thesis is granted by Technology Review,
Inc. via Copyrights Clearance Center. Refer to Section 9 for references for product photos and relevant copyrights
permission information
HP 12c Calculator (1981)
"It is the calculator. The way it looks is what you think of J
when you think of a calculator." (Rolston)
"It has a great quality of build. It's still used by people. It's
an example of how to build a product if you want it to stay
around." (Logan)
Netscape Internet Browser (1994)
.. ".... a modern browser like Internet Explorer or
N,,. -l-aNavigaor: L Safari, you see the URL bar, the Back and Forward
buttons, Home... We've added things, we've made it
- prettier, but the browser hasn't been re-invented.
. r The original Netscape design deserves the credit...
... *p o - [PC] has yet to produce lasting icons in a grander
~- . --...-- --- -- sense, an iconic form that is reproduced over and
over. " (Rolston)
Palm V (1999)
"It has the three essential attributes of design:
substance, style, and simplicity. It set the essential
feature set for a PDA. Its metallic case had no
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exposed screws or fasteners. The hardware and
software set were part of one experience. Its leather
cover and metallic body really made it a fashionable
accessory item you could create an emotional
relationship with. Before the Palm V, you were happy
if you could get a device with the right feature set. If
it was always easy to use, you were ecstatic. Style
was unusual. Once an object reaches technological
maturity, it becomes about an aesthetic feature set. In
the consumer electronics industry, we're constantly
riding that wave." (Duarte)
Apple MacBook Pro 17-inch (2006)
"... the nearest to the ultimate laptop that has been
achieved to date, for its huge and delicious display as
well as for its elegant and refined appearance and
proportions." (Moggridge)
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3.2.2 List of the Missing Elements
There are fundamental lessons that I learned from studying the comments
of the various industrial designers in the previous section. Here are some of the
important messages:
i. Performance is important... but only up to a certain extent
When we review these blockbuster products, we need to distinguish the
difference between product performance and capability. In all seven cases, the
product has the "right level" of performance. The Polaroid SX-70 is not the
highest performance camera in the market, but it is good enough for casual
usage. Its unique capability to deliver instant photos makes the product highly
attractive for fun, social settings. A marginal enhancement in product
performance in many cases is not going to be the critical differentiating factor in
product choices once the critical performance metric is good enough. The
product needs to compete in other dimensions, such as enhancing its unique
capability and usability in order to deliver new value and experience for the user.
ii. It's not about the number of features
In the original model, capability is driven by the availability of features.
As we notice from the anecdotal evidence from the seven products, number of
features is not the driving factor for user experience - it's the right set of features
that ultimately motivates our desire towards a product. Making the right choice
on what features to incorporate is the core job of technology strategists. In the
case for the Sony Walkman, the product managers are discipline at keeping the
feature to an essential set that optimizes for portable music. The player's almost
flawless control of music experience through its simple play, stop, fast-
forward/backward buttons is irresistible.
iii. Innovation drives performance and capability
Without innovation in improving the performance of the small processor
chip and battery life, we cannot have portable calculators, digital organizers, and
laptops. Innovation in integrating product features is also an enabler of superior
product capability. Atari game play is enabled by integrating newly developed
button, joystick, game console, and game cartridge.
iv. User interface creates strong premium on usability
Most users do not need to rely heavily on a user manual to utilize the
mentioned products simply because they are so easy to use. Reduction of
features is an important aspect of improving usability, notably in the case of
Sony Walkman. However, having superior user interface is also key to success
for many of these products. The right choice of user interface makes the use of
the product obvious. The HP 12c Calculator layout of the buttons and clear
labeling of the function of the buttons make the machine friendly and less
daunting than the old fashion slide rule does. The Netscape browser's URL bar
and various icons for navigating the web is so fundamentally intuitive that
successful browsers today cannot fully depart from Netscape browser's design.
v. Prettiness matters
Aesthetic or the perceived external beauty of a product can be a strong
differentiator even in highly technological markets. In the cases of the Palm V
and MacBook Pro, the form factor and the material used seem to be able to cause
user's positive emotional attachment to the product. Seemingly superficial
product attributes, like colors, can be a major decision factor for product
purchase. Although the perception of beauty is highly subjective, certain
products are widely considered as beautiful products, stirring the hearts and
minds of users and admirers of the product. In fact, one piece of important
insight from Duarte's comment on Palm V is that aesthetics can matter
significantly when product becomes more mature, especially when the product
possesses the right feature set (capability) and is easy to use (usability).
3.3 Concept Model Expansion
3.3.1 Overview of a New Model
A new concept model is created to capture the various mentioned missing
elements that cause positive feeling or desire for a particular product. The
expanded model shows the four contributing factors towards user's experienced
utility:
* Functional Performance (new)
* Capability (old)
* Usability (old)
* Aesthetics (new).
Each element of the expanded model in Figure 3-2 is further explained in
the next section.
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Figure 3-2: New Utility-Based Concept Model
3.3.2 Functional Performance
The functional performance of a product is measured by the product's raw
power at completing its core functions. Examples include the speed of a
computer processor chip, the 0-to-60 mph acceleration of a car, and the battery
life of an electronic device. Cost can be an indirect measure for Functional
Performance of a product because performance of a product is often best
measured at a given cost. For example, I was happy to pay for my first Magellan
GPS device that has a low-resolution graphic interface a few years ago for
approximately $600. I think this low resolution GPS device is more than
sufficient for my needs, and I am happy about the performance level, despite the
high price. I am happy with utilizing or purchasing a device that has similar
performance level today in 2009. However, if I need to pay for the same
Magellan GPS today at the same performance level for anything more than $200,
I will consider the product to be deeply underperforming for the cost of the
product.
The functional performance of products is ultimately driven by
technological innovation (H6 arrow of Figure 3-2). The performance of a product
needs to be adequate, as users of a product have an expectation and need for a
given level of performance at a given point in time. Users tend to increase their
expectation and needs of the product performance as time evolves. However,
modern technology disruption theories suggest that firms tend in many cases to
improve the product performance faster than user's expectation or needs
(Christensen, Raynor, 2003). Part of the reason for firms' desire to innovate above
the required performance level is that firms can charge a premium for such
excessive performance level. However, users do not need the excess performance
level and are happy to switch to other lower performance products, which are
cheaper or provide other benefits. Thus, user's Experienced Utility can be
enhanced by functional product only up to a certain extent where the
performance level becomes "good enough" for the user. Anything beyond is not
typically highly valued by the customer.
3.3.3 Capability
The capability of a product in this thesis is defined as the amount of
features provided by the product that enable the product to perform additional
tasks for the user (H1 arrow of Figure 3-2). The capability of a product is also
driven by technological innovation (H7 arrow of Figure 3-2) as enhanced features
mean that the product can perform more tasks for the user than before. Products
can also incorporate additional features that are impossible or impractical to
incorporate in the past. For example, the arrival of broadband internet allows
users to perform tasks such as uploading, downloading, and streaming media
content online from their internet browsers.
Conventional wisdom is that increased product capability allows users to
do more things, which in turn, enhances user's experience. The enhanced
experience is a result from the ability of the product to satisfy more needs for a
user for a particular market segment. However, there is caveat with this
argument if we are considering the traditional sets of market segmentation,
which focuses on segmentation by demographics or product (price and
category). The reason is that the needs of each customer are different for a given
market segment. Although it seems that increasing the number of features is the
only effective way to satisfy all the needs of most users for a particular market
segment. However, customers and users of a product are individuals. The
additional feature that is designed to satisfy the needs of an "average" customer
or user of a demographic market segment does not necessarily translate to
superior enhancement of user's experience. Thus, incorporating feature sets
based on traditional market segmentation methods is a poor indicator of
enhancing overall user's experience and product success.
A better framework in optimizing user's experience is to think that the
users are constantly finding solutions to get their job done. Users purchase a
product because the user is "hiring" a product to perform a particular job for
them (Christensen et. al, 2007). An interesting example is Haier, a Chinese
company that produces washing machine, discovered that a large number of
users in the rural area "hire" the washing machine to do the "job" of washing
vegetables for them (Fukasaku, 2007). The engineers at Haier added a simple
vegetable washing setting for the user. A simple feature enhancement created a
strong leadership position for the company in the rural washing machine market
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as Haier's washing machine does the needed job for the user.
The "job" framework is useful for evaluating the relationship between
capability and enhanced user's experience. In many given products, a large
number of features are peripheral for satisfying the fundamental job of the
customer. Traditional market segmentation methods are not likely to yield the
insight about which features are truly important for enhancing user's experience.
On the other hand, the Haier example illustrates that certain features hit the
"sweet spot" at enhancing the user's experience by helping the product to do the
right job. In the case study in Chapter 4, 5, and 6, I utilize the "job" framework to
determine which set of features is critical at enhancing user's experience.
3.3.4 Usability
Previously, I described the importance of making the product easy to use:
usability. There are three factors that impact the usability of the product:
* capability (arrow H2 of Figure 3-2)
* expertise (arrow H3 of Figure 3-2)
* user interface (arrow H9 of Figure 3-2).
As the feature set of a product grows richer and more powerful, users
often find the increased cognitive load required to perform essential tasks
creating a negative experience in use. As explained clearly during an
investigation of Apple's superiority by Technology Review, the industrial
designers believe that one of the hardest parts of creating superior product is
about omitting things and keeping only things that are truly important (Turner,
2007)/. Such disciplie desgn strategiesLLC enabled Apple to cre.at l1ies of
products in the market that are "simple minded" but highly usable at doing their
job, such as Apple's iPods.
As users develop expertise with the product, user's experience can be
dramatically enhanced. When a typical user utilizes the product for a given
situation, the user needs to figure out how to find the right feature or set of
features. Then, the user needs to learn how to operate those features in order to
create the right desirable outcomes. In fact, Everett Rogers made a conclusion
based on statistical evidence that the gain in learning per trial is proportionate to
the product of (i) what has already been learned and (ii) the amount of remaining
learning to be done (Rogers, 1995). Such a theory helps to explain the nature of
the S-shaped learning curve, which indicates the relatively steep and high
learning requirement when users first use the product.
More importantly, Rogers managed to explain that the relative slow
adoption of many products at the beginning is correlated to the nature of the
learning curve. Certain technology-oriented individuals may find the experience
exhilarating. However, for the common, practical, mainstream users, the
experience of learning can be daunting and frustrating. There are two insights
from his theory (commonly termed the "diffusion theory"). First of all, making a
product familiar to the user can reduce the steepness the learning curve by
allowing users to leverage on user's previous experience and knowledge.
Secondly, reducing the aggregate amount of learning required can also improves
usability. Application of these two principles can reduce the negative effects of
the learning curve perceived by most users, increasing user's experience,
especially for mainstream users.
The third component that constitutes usability is the right set of user
interface (UI) designs. There are many definitions of UI, and many of these
definitions focus on defining UI as the hardware and software design for
interacting with a particular product. In the context of this thesis, I need a
definition that can define UI holistically and structurally, so that UI can be more
easily quantifiable. In the search for a useful definition, I took a class at the MIT
Media Lab's Tangible Interface research group, headed by Hiroshi Ishii.
One of the key insights from the class is that many product designs fail to
take advantage of the phenomenal ability of human senses and skills, which we
have all developed from spending a lifetime to perform tasks interacting with the
physical world. A paper produced by Ishii and his student, Brygg Ullmer,
showed various UI designs that can aptly utilize our human senses and skills
(Ishii and Ullmer, 1997). All the illustrated designs in the paper highly utilize
human's ability to touch, see, and hear. The only missing piece that is not as
thoroughly explored is perhaps our ability to smell as well. Thus, the definition
for UI in this paper is any design elements that utilize our tactile, visual, and
auditory abilities for operating a product. At the end of Section 3, I will explain
how the UI classification can help the analysis involved in measuring the
usdILty Uof a product.
The ultimate success indicator of a good UI design is the creation of a
dominant design. A way to define dominant design is Steven Levy's description of
PARC's desktop computing model with windows, icons, mice and pointers, the
so-called WIMP metaphor: "Like many brilliant ideas... once introduced it is
unimaginable to conceive of working without it" (Gelernter, 1998). In the context
of the marketplace, James Utterback defined dominant design as a design that
"wins the allegiance of the marketplace... that competitors and innovators must
adhere to if they hope to command significant market following." (Utterback,
1996)
An example of dominant design is the design signatures of Apple in the
all laptop computers today. This includes the surface area in front of the
keyboard that allow one's palm to lie on the laptop, and also includes the hinge
that connects the screen to the main CPU and keyboard units, which enables the
screen to fold up and unfold easily. The development of UI dominant designs
can: (i) significantly enhance usability; (ii) become the standard for future
product generations; and (iii) often be rapidly adopted by other competitive
product offerings. These dominant designs have both unique external form factor
and corresponding technical architecture to connect the components. Dominant
designs, however, are not limited to physical form factors as we learned in
Section 3.2.1; the Netscape Internet browser, for example, also represents a
dominant design.
3.3.5 Aesthetics
A simple definition of aesthetics of a product is simply how pretty does a
user find the product. The definition of aesthetics in this thesis is the "external
beauty" and other non-functional elements of the product that create positive or
negative experience for the user via the perception of user's natural sense. This
definition goes beyond the visual perception of the product, as the many
designers in design community support the claim that aesthetics is made up
from more than visual perception or merely styling of a product (Anderson,
2009). Aesthetics also includes how the tactile and auditory perception of the
product. For example, the touch of a smooth metallic service and the hearing of a
pleasant ring tone also constitute as Aesthetics of a product according to the
definition. I have not incorporated smell as part of the analysis of the product's
Aesthetics. In other certain specific situations, a bad smell, such as the tailpipe
emission from vehicles, can reduce user's perception of the product's beauty and
user's experience.
One might, however, argue that this definition of aesthetics is too limiting
since there are also other functional elements of the product that make people
describe objects as beautiful. The high performance engine that propels a Ferrari
generates the aura of beauty for the product. In fact, David Geiernter describes
that "great technology is beautiful technology" in his book Machine Beauty
(Gelernter, 1998). However, it is important for the developed concept model to
make the distinction between non-functional elements and functional elements.
Otherwise, the ability to measure the importance of the aesthetics of a product can
be compromised by the confusion with one or more of the performance,
capability, and usability of the product.
Gelernter's description of "deep beauty" in the first chapter of his book
provides a solid foundation to make the distinction between aesthetics and the
other three mentioned factors (Gelernter, 1998). He described "deep beauty" as
the "marriage between simplicity and power." In the context of the concept
model, "power" is the performance and capability of the product; "simplicity" is
the usability of the product. Thus, Gelernter's idea of "deep beauty" is highly
complementary to our concept model. I can redefine "deep beauty" as the
combination of performance, capability, and usability of the product. I would
also term "exterior beauty" to describe the aesthetic of the product. With these
distinctions in mind, I can summarize the treatment of "deep beauty" in our
concept model in Figure 3-3 below.
Figure 3-3: Deep Beauty vs. Exterior Beauty
3.4 Role of Industrial Design
Having described each of the four important elements that constitute
experienced utility for the user, I can now relate the soft factors of industrial design
to enhancement of user's experience. The soft factors that industrial design can
affect the most are the UI and aesthetics components of the conceptual model. The
scope of industrial design that affects user's experience can be summarized in
Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4: Relationship of Industrial Design and the Concept Model
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed relationship in Figure 3-
4, I search for the definition of industrial design. However, the definition of
industrial design must be clarified since there is confusion to the definition even
within the industrial design community. A good place to start is the definition
provided by Industrial Design Society of America (ISDA), which is defined as:
"Industrial Design is the professional service of creating and developing concepts
and specifications that optimize thefunction, value and appearance ofproducts and
systems for the mutual benefit of both user and manufacturer... The industrial designer's
unique contribution places emphasis on those aspects of the product or system that relate
most directly to human characteristics, needs and interests. This contribution requires
specialized understanding of visual, tactile, safety and convenience criteria, with concern
for the user." (ISDA, 2009)
Many elements of the above definition of industrial design are consistent
with the proposed relationship between industrial design and the concept model.
First of all, the term "specification" implies that industrial design constitute of
quantitative, measurable elements. The definition describes the optimization of
"function, value and appearance" as important functions of industrial designers.
This is mostly consistent with our proposed relationship. Industrial designers
can create enhanced UI to make the utilization of various functions easier and
reduce the learning curve of the user (enhancing "function" and "value to the
user"). The industrial designers can also improve the aesthetics of the product
(enhancing "appearance" and "value to the user"). Thus, the proposed
relationship seems to be consistent with the early parts of ISDA's definition. It is
important to note that I did not include factors such as innovation, features,
performance, and capability as part of the scope of industrial design in this
thesis. This is because the idea of industrial design in this paper is only pertinent
to the "soft factors" of design (as oppose to the "hard factors").
In the second portion of the definition, industrial designers require the
"understanding of visual, tactile, safety and convenience criteria." Visual and tactile
criteria are both captured by our definition of UI and aesthetics. On one hand, our
relationship contains elements that expand beyond ISDA's definition since our
model also incorporates the auditory criteria.
On the other hand, "safety" is not a factor clearly captured by the concept
model. I hesitate to add "safety" as one of the main contributing elements of the
utility concept model since "safety" can be captured by the concept model's
Functional Performance criteria. The job of ensuring "safety" seems to belong
closer to the job of component engineers and test engineers, who has the
responsibility to build sufficient safety factor for the product, such as ensuring a
battery not exploding, and searching for product failure modes.
From this exercise, I believe the relationship between industrial design
and user's experienced utility is consistent. Such definitions are helpful for the
analysis by clearly separating the "hard factors" of engineering from "soft
factors" of industrial design. This is important as the concept model is used for
evaluating the hypothesis about role of industrial design.
3.5 Relationship of Industrial Design and Product Success
3.5.1 Role of Industrial Design and Product Evolution Cycle
The hypothesis of this thesis aims to determine: (i) whether industrial
design is important; and (ii) whether the role of industrial design shifts at
different stages of the product evolution cycle. The concept model is a proposed
framework that seeks to explain the relative importance of industrial design.
However, in order to understand how role of industrial design changes
over the product evolution cycle, it is important to understand the typical
behavior of product evolution cycle. Typically, successful products are only
initially adopted by a relatively small number of users at the early-stage. As the
product category becomes more mature with improved reputation, the sales
grow fast as mainstream users adopt the product during the mid-stage. Product
sales slow down as only the relatively risk-averse potential users are left to adopt
the products in the category.
Roger's diffusion theory is a useful framework at explaining the product
evolution phenomenon. His theory categorizes different types of users at
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different stages of the product evolution cycle (Rogers, 1995). He termed these
users as "innovators," "early adopters," "early majority," "late majority," and
"laggards" with very specific consumer behavior definitions. In a very brief
overview of his definitions, users in the "innovators" and "early adopters"
groups are willing to adopt new products at the early-stage. They are not as
worried about certain issues that concern most others. For instance, they are not
as concern about the usability of a product and risk of product failure, as long as
the product is superior or has enhanced performance and capability. "Early
majority" and "late majority" are more risk-averse and concern with practical
expected gain of utilizing a new products. The later two groups constitute as the
largest proportion of the potential users, and are the primary target for product
success at the mid-stage and late-stage respectively. "Laggards" are just the last
people to try new products even when there is overwhelming evidence of
practical gain of new products. Roger's diffusion model assumes a smooth
transition from one group of users to another over time as the user's skepticism
and ignorance of the product reduces over time.
Roger's theory is not complete in explaining the evolution cycle of high-
tech consumer products. Geoffrey Moore, a high-tech marketing expert, noticed
that there are actually "gaps" in the product evolution cycle during the transition
from one groups of users to the next (Moore, 1999). Products sometime fall into
one of those "gaps" and are not able to reach towards the users at later stages.
The sizes of these "gaps" signify the relative difficulty of transition from one
group of users to the next due to the relative difference in consumer behavior
between the groups. The biggest gap identified is the gap between early adopters
and early majority. This effect is partially explained by consumer behavior and
psychology tests, which conclude that a large proportion of the population
irrationally overvalue the benefit of what they currently possess and unvalued
what they do not possess (Gourville, 2006).
The key point is that "innovators" and "early adopters" are champions for
new high-tech products. They are typically enthusiasts and professionals, who
are willing to adopt the product, as long as the performance and capability enable
high productivity or generate new value. They would do so even if they need to
endure the discomfort of utilizing a low-usability product. As the product
category becomes more mature, cost of technology is reduced, and the
mainstream users understand and believe in the value of the new high-tech
product. Many of the products cannot adapt to the sudden shift of the customer
preference and fail. In fact, aesthetics also become more important component of
the high-tech consumer product, as appreciation of aesthetics is a natural trend
for mainstream users. A 2002 study has shown aesthetics can help to improve
user's perception of usability of a product (Fogg, 2002). Suddenly, the product
needs rapidly shift to address the needs of the typical mainstream users and
customers, which are sensitive to usability and aesthetics of the high-tech
consumer product.
3.5.2 Relationship of User's Experienced Utility and Product Success
At this point, the role of industrial design and business success at different
stages of product evolution cycle is almost established. I explained the increasing
role of industrial design in establishing user's experience changes as high-tech
products mature at later stage of product evolution cycle. However, there is an
assumption that enhanced user experience automatically generates product
success. After all, there are many factors that affect business success beyond
user's experience for the product. There are factors that reside with the ability of
the firm rather than the ability of the product. Market share, brand value,
distribution channel, and marketing budgets of firms all seem to be able to
completely overshadow product's ability to appeal to users.
While it is true that many of the non-product related factors affect
probability of product success, I believe markets of high-tech consumer products
has a unique situation. The product's appeal to users is significantly more
important than in cases of many normal consumer products. One main reason is
that brand loyalty is hard to obtain in high-tech consumer markets. Users can
often compare the relative merits of such products easily and quantitatively from
a large variety of resources (blogs, tech-savvy friends, product spec web pages,
online reviews). The hyper competitive nature of firms and fast innovation
timeframe often make many leading products completely outdated or out-of-
touch with the most current needs of the user in a short timeframe. in fact,
Christensen explained that one of the most important missions of company is to
create a "purpose brand." (Christensen, 2007) This is achievable only when a
brand can consistently deliver optimal user's experience by helping user's to do
his or her job well.
A case in point is that Microsoft and many laptop producers (eg. Dell and
HP) have significantly higher marketing budget than Apple. However, Apple's
lines of laptops continuously give such a high user experience that they manage
to have a sustained and growing brand loyalty. No laptop companies mange to
come close to having such brand loyalty. In this way, Apple manages to expand
its share in the laptop market consistently and rapidly. Thus, there are strong
reasons to assume that enhancing user's perceived experience of a high-tech
consumer product is the one of the most (if not the most) vital factors of product
success.
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3.6 Transition from Concept Model to Measurable Metric
The model is a rich one that is built upon a large number of: (i) theories on
usability, design, beauty, business fundamentals, and technology and product
adoption trends; and (ii) leading industrial designers' opinions. The concept
model has explained the role of industrial design in determining high-tech
product success at different stages of product evolution cycle. The arrival of this
concept model helps me fulfill the first success criteria defined in Section 2.
The next step is to apply the concept model. The objective is to show that
whether industrial design related factors (UI and aesthetics) become more
important at increasing user's experience and product success during the
product evolution cycle. Not all factors in the concept model need to be
measured to achieve the objective. The factors that need to be measured are
circled in Figure 3-5.
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requires economic utility analysis methods that are beyond the scope of this
analysis. However, I use product's relative success in the marketplace as a proxy
for experienced utility, since I established the assumption that product success in
the marketplace correlates strongly with experienced utility.
Usability is an important metric, but a good utility analysis involves
having users testing the physical product. This is again beyond the scope of the
analysis. Since I assume UI is the most vital factor for improving usability,
measurement of UI is assumed to be sufficient at approximating the level of
usability.
. .... .
Innovation is not measured for two reasons. First of all, it is relatively
hard to measure it properly. Secondly, the point of this analysis is to compare the
"hard factors" and "soft factors" of product design. Measurement on functional
performance and capability is adequate at capturing information of the "hard
factors" of engineering.
Features and expertise are factors that are not measured. In terms of "hard
factors," measurement of capability has already captured the information offeatures. In terms of "soft factors," I have already assumed user interface is the
most vital factor at measuring usability. Thus, features and expertise are assumed
to be less pertinent to measure.
Table 3-1 is a measurement metric that summarizes many of the important
concepts discussed in Section 3. It is also the core metric used for conducting the
analysis in subsequent chapters. From this point onwards, I will refer to hard
factors to mean performance and capability; and refer to soft factors to mean UI and
aesthetics, the factors that depend on industrial design.
Table 3-1: Summary of Concept Model Measurement Metric
PERFORMANCE (HARD FACTOR) CAPABILITY (HARD FACTOR)
The "Raw Power" The "Right Stuff"
What is the machine's ability to What are features possessed by the
conduct its core functions? Is it good product to perform its primary job for
enough? the customer?
USER INTERFACE (SOFT FACTOR) AESTHETICS (SOFT FACTOR)
The "Visual Interaction" The "Visual Perception"
What is the quality of viewing How does the product look? What
information essential for interacting impressions does the product form for
with the product? you?
The "Tactile Interaction" The "Tactile Perception"
What is the quality of tactile input and How do you feel to hold the product in
feedback mechanism for the product to your hand or to have it touching your
perform essential jobs? body?
The "Auditory Interaction" The "Auditory Perception"
What is the quality of hearing How does the product sound during its
information essential for interacting operation?
with the product?
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At this point, I have formulated a framework that aims to be mutually
exclusive and collectively exhaustive (MECE) for evaluating the impact on user's
experienced utility from the hard factors and soft factors of a high-tech consumer
product. Each measurement criterion of MECE Framework is mutually exclusive
as each measurement criterion seeks information that is not included by other
measurement criteria. The framework is almost mutually exhaustive because the
framework's measurement criteria most of the contributing factors towards
user's experienced utility, and those factors are derived from the development of a
holistic overall conceptual model.
Case Study of Mobile Phones
"This "telephone" has too many shortcomings to be seriously considered as a means of
communication. The device is inherently of no value to us."
- Western Union internal memo, 1876
4.1 Mobile Phone as Our Product Choice
Although there are many high-tech consumer products that are interesting
to analyze, I have decided to confine our studies to mobile phone markets. The
definition of mobile phone that is used in this thesis is: "any product that can
both receive and make voice calls without a fixed land-line connection." Product
research on mobile phones has many significant advantages over research on
other products for evaluating the hypothesis of this thesis.
Three of the important advantages of studying cell phones are: (i) the
large number of product types; (ii) ease of evaluating the success or failure of a
product in the marketplace; and (iii) ease of obtaining standardized product
data. Mobile phone's typical short 18-month product sales cycle and short
product life (EPA, 2004) requires firms to frequentlv hring new products to the
market. Since consumers switch products relatively frequently, product success
or popularity resulting from product design innovation is very apparent. Despite
the large number of product varieties over the past decades, mobile phones have
specific metrics of measurements (for example, weight, dimensions, network
connectivity). The data for such metrics are readily available, which makes it
easier to collect good quality data.
Although there are other types of high-tech consumer products that also
possess the mentioned advantages, analyses of many of those products are too
simple to generate as much rich insight as the analyses of mobile phones do. The
mobile phone is a moderately complex system product that has many interacting
components, form factors, purposes of use, and revolutionary moments in the
industry. It is more interesting to study than simpler products, such as MP3
players and digital watches, which have relatively few measurable metrics, small
number of purposes, small number of customer segments, and few revolutionary
moments in the product's history. Mobile phone has the right level of complexity
for us to explore the concept model developed earlier.
4.2 A Brief History of Mobile Phones
In order to apply the conceptual model I have developed to the mobile
phone industry, an understanding of the relevant evolutionary and
revolutionary stages of the industry is important. Utilizing the metrics derived
from the conceptual model, I must be able to correlate the relative importance
soft factors and hard factors with: (i) the successes and failures of certain products;
and (ii) the changing trends of the industry. With a good grasp of the history of
the industry, I can isolate the categories of products and time period, which
allows me to can answer the questions posed by the hypothesis more effectively.
As noted in Section 3, one can view of purchasing a product as "hiring a
product to do a specific job for the user." At certain moments in the mobile
phone history, certain enabling technologies are so powerful that a new category
of phones emerges with the ability to perform distinctly new job(s) for the user.
The appearance of such phones in the marketplace characterizes the emergence
of a new mobile phone eras. I will describe the mobile phone history in
chronological order of the four identified eras from the 1980s till present day.
4.2.1 1st Mobile Phone Era: "Chatting" with 1G Phones
The creation of NMT and the Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS)
enables the earliest commercial mobile phone services. Such fully automated
cellular phone systems allow the voice signal from the user's mobile phone to be
modulated and transmitted via analog signal to the phone towers. The phones
that use analog radio signals are commonly categorized as first generation or IG
phones. 1G analog cellular technology is a simpler network communication
solution as compared to digital telecommunication technology. However, analog
signals often result in poorer voice quality as analog signals deteriorate more
easily than digital signals do, which will be further explained as we study the 2nd
Mobile Phone Era.
Our analysis for the Is Mobile Phone Era starts with the Motorola DynaTac
8000X product, which is the first commercial hand-held 1G phone launched in
1983. The era ends in 1996 with the launch of Motorola StarTac 3000, the last
highly popular 1G phone product. The popularity of mobile phones grew with
the innovation with cellular network that enables voice conversations between
two different locations without the need for fixed landlines. Many of the earlier
cell phone products in the 1980s are not hand-held, and are designed for people
to carry in a briefcase or store in a car (hence the name "car phones" for many of
such products). Most of the 1G phones are excessively expensive. Mobile phones
began to resemble the typical form factors of today's mobile phones during rapid
innovations in the 1990s. During this era, Motorola, Nokia, and Siemens are the
dominant mobile phone producers.
The primary job of the mobile phones during the "IG Era" is to make and
receive calls ("chatting"), such that two parties can have voice communication in
real-time, anywhere. 1G phones often have other functions that making or
receiving voice calls, such as games, clock, and address book. However, many of
those additional functions, with the possible exception of the address book,
typically do not constitute the most important purchasing criteria, especially at
the beginning of the era.
4.2.2 2 nd Mobile Phone Era: "Chatting" and "Texting" with 2G Phones
The creation of GSM standard by a European consortium and ETSI and
the CDMA standard by Qualcomm signifies the launch of the 2 nd Mobile Phone
Era, as second generation (2G) phones start to emerge in the early 1990s
(overlapping with the I"s Mobile Phone Era). 2G mobile phones utilize digital
technology that enables quicker network signaling, smaller number of dropped
calls, and better voice quality. One of the most notable innovations of the 2G
network is its support for users to utilize short message service (SMS), which is
commonly known as "texting."
Our analysis of this era starts in the 1990s when 2G phones, led by Nokia,
become popular and ready to replace 1G phones. Although new similar 2G
phones with "texting" and no other distinctive capability still permeate the
market today, our analysis of this era ends in 2000 with the emergence of phones
with popular media and entertainment features, such as cameras, which will be
explained in 3 rd Mobile Phone Era. Nokia managed to dominate and overtake
Motorola as the largest mobile phone producer during this era.
In order to perform the job of "texting" well, new sets of innovation enter
the market. One source of innovation is the rapid development of better display
from both hardware and software development. Nokia 1011, one of the earliest
2G phones that is launched in 1992, can only display two rows of eight
characters. Nokia 6610, one of the later-stage 2G phones can display up to 128 by
128 VGA color pixel. Another source of innovation is the ability to perform better
texting input methods, such as the T9 predictive texting first used in the early
PalmPilot and subsequently widely adopted for mobile phones. Such display
innovation and texting algorithm introduction dramatically improve the
efficiency of "texting." An additional benefit of display innovation is the
improvement in user's ability to enter, lookup, and retrieve contacts into and
from the address book. The improved ability directly enhances phone's job of
"chatting" from better contact management.
One additional benefit of display innovation is the development of new UI
for browsing the menu. The usability of the menu becomes important with the
increasing number of applications being used in the 2G phones. Nokia is the
leader in the UI innovation for mobile phone menus. Two of the most successful
Nokia's UI styles are Series-30 and Navi-Key, which helped to propel Nokia to
become the leading phone manufacturer of this era. (Lindholm, 2003).
Phones have dramatically reduced in both cost and size during this era.
The reduction of the expensive 1G phones ($3,995 for Motorola DynaTac) to a
price below $1,000 for typical 2G phones allows a much larger population to start
adopting mobile phones. The size and weight of cell phones also reduced to a
size that can be comfortable fitted into the pants pocket. Three types of successful
form factors become the dominant design of such phones for this era. They are
the "clamshell" flip phones, "candy stick" phones, and "slider" phones. Motorola
is the leader in "clamshell" phones with its Motorola StarTac product line, while
Nokia is the leader in "candy stick" and "slider" phones.
4.2.3 3 nd Mobile Phone Era: "Imaging" with 2G and 3G Feature Phones
The advent of complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) and
charge-coupled device (CCD) sensor technologies enable the development for
camera phones, allowing pictures to be sent to other phones via Multimedia
Messages (MMS). Certain phones with email capability can also send the image
captured by the phone to other email addresses. 3rd generation (3G) phones,
which are characterized by their enhanced broadband-like upload speed, enable
efficient upload of images to the web.
This era begins with Sharp's launch of J-SH04 in 2000. Our analysis of this
era starts in 2002 during the launch of the popular Sanyo SCP-5300, the first
camera phone sold in the U.S. market. Our analysis ends in 2007 when some
leading imaging phones become smart phones, which has PC-like capability to
perform multiple jobs other than "chatting," "texting," and "imaging."
The significance of this "imaging" capability is that it revolutionizes the
fundamental perception of phone from a primarily communication device to a
communication/ entertainment device. 2G phones with imaging capability are
typically classified as feature phones. Although there is no formal definition of
feature phones, these phones typically have strong set of applications, including
those intended purely for entertainment. It is noteworthy the second most
popular application that comes after "imaging" is the MP3 music player
application on phones.
4.2.4 4th Mobile Phone Era: "Providing All-in-One Experience" with 2G and
3G Smart Phones
Superior applications and improved connectivity enable a new generation
of mobile phones, which have the job of "providing all-in-one experience" for the
user. The mobile phone is no longer a pure communication and entertainment
device. It also becomes a productivity and infotainment device. Infotainment is a
terminology used for describing applications related to information-based media
content, such as reading news, streaming video, and listening to internet radio.
The notion of "mobile phone as productivity device" began with phone's
ability to send and receive emails. "Emailing" on phones took on a different path
from the 1G-to-2G mobile phone evolution. The innovation path can be best
tracked by the development of devices from RIM, the producer of the ubiquitous
BlackBerry. The earliest RIM devices could only receive messages. By the late
'90s, the RIM 850 pager can both send and receive emails using a proprietary
data-only network. The first Blackberry with integrated 2G phone and e-mail
appeared in 2002 with the launch of the 6170. The strong demand from business
community for the "emailing" capability on phones spur the growth of RIM in
partivcular, and to a lesser extent other competitors offering early smartphones
such as Palm with its Treo (developed at Handspring, itself an offshoot of Palm).
In order to perform the job of "emailing" or "typing emails," the traditional
9-key keypad does not allow users to type long text messages quickly and easily
enough. Various dominant key input form factors emerged, such as iPhone's
multi-touch screen and T-Mobile Gl's slide-out Full QWERTY keypad.
In addition to the job of "emailing," smart phones also possess the ability
for "internet browsing." This application is significant to the design of the
product. The screen size needs to be big enough in order to view web pages
properly. Also, new browsing interface needs to be developed in order to
optimize web page navigation efficiency. The 360-degree scroll ball of Blackberry
Pearl, the G1 touch screen, and the multi-touch screen of iPhone are examples of
the new UT cd sign.
As previously mentioned, smart phones now have infotainment abilities.
Coupled with the increased processing power of phones, smart phones typically
come with many applications. There is a whole host of other 3rd party
applications that can be downloaded for these phones. Smart phones have their
own dedicated application store for the efficient download of 3rd party
applications. Apple iTunes Store is currently the leading platform for downloads
of those applications.
Late stage smart phones have a rich feature set and a large number of jobs
to perform. Usability and user-centered design provides evidence that increased
number of features on a given product can have profoundly negative effect on
consumers' ability to use them across several product categories (Wiklund, 1994).
New combinations of functionality create the notion of "edge cases." "Edge case"
occurs when one need the combination of core features to enable a new function.
A typical user may get an email message one day. He then looks up the webpage
inside the email. From the email, he finds a fun video. He then sends that link by
text message to many of his friends. Such "edge case" scenarios can cause
significant cognitive challenges for users. The interoperability of functions
becomes critical for improving usability and product success.
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Methodology
5.1 Product Selection
5.1.1 Size of Study and Grouping
As explained in Section 4, there are a large number of distinct mobile
phone types since the 1980s. The studies conducted in Section 4 allow me to
clearly separate phones into four categories by their intended "jobs." Thus, in
this study, I have categorized the phones into four formal groups as shown in
Table 5-1.
Table 5-1: Phone Group Categorization
Mobile Phone Era Phone Connectivity Primary "Job" of Phone Group No. Group Name
1st 1G "Chatting" 1 Voice Phones
2nd 2G "Chatting" and "Texting" 2 Text Phones
3rd 2G and 3G "Chatting," "Texting," and "Imaging" 3 Imaging Feature Phones
4th 2G and 3G "Providing All-In-One Experience" 4 All-In-One Smart Phones
In order to achieve the goal of identifying the shifting role of industrial
design during product evolution cycle, I need to select a good representative set
of mobile phones. The goal is not about performing an exhaustive statistical
analysis, such as measuring more than a hundred phones and analyzing every
attribute of each phone. A better objective of the analysis is to use as few data
points as possible to explain how the framework I established in Section 3 can
explain trends in the mobile phone industry.
For this study, much planning is involved to decide the number of phones
required for the analysis. Since the studies require us to observe the trends of
product evolution cycle, the study for each group needs to have at least three
stages. I term them "early-stage," "mid-stage," and "late-stage." For each stage of
each of the four groups, I decide to pick two popular phones of the era to analyze
("Leaders"). For each stage of Group 2, 3, and 4, I also included one phone that is
not quite as popular to analyze ("Followers"). The Followers help to form a basis
of comparison with the Leaders. This brings the total of phones within this study
to 36 (six Group 1 phones, nine Group 2 phones, nine Group 3 phones, and nine
Group 10 phones). I did not include Followers for Group 1 because the Leaders's
success factors is relatively obvious in Group 1 in comparison to the other
groups.
5.1.2 Final Product Selection
In order to determine the appropriate mobile phones for the analysis, I
have picked out the popular phones throughout the mobile phone history.
Among those popular phones, I place the phones into the appropriate stages of
the four different groups. The phones for a given stage of each group are
restricted to be within 18-months of each other (typical life cycle of phones as
mentioned in Section 4). In this way, the phones at each stage of each group are
close competitors. Analyzing the relative merit of close competitors can help me
gain better insight about the important competitive advantages of the Leaders.
Table 5-2 below shows the list of selected phone products for analysis,
which are verified by my advisor. Due to copyrights issues, I am not allowed to
show pictures of the phones. Please refer to Section 9 to view any of the listed
phones from the internet.
Table 5-2: Product Selection Summary
Launch Stage of Product Connectivity Leader or
Year Product Cycle Follower
1 1983 Early-Stage Motorola DynaTAC 8000XA 1G Leader
1 1984 Early-Stage Nokia Mobira Talkman 1G Leader
1 1987 Mid-Stage Nokia Mobira Cityman 1G Leader
1 1989 Mid-Stage Motorola MicroTac 9800x 1G Leader
1 1993 Late-Stage Nokia 100 1G Leader
1 1996 Late-Stage Motorola StarTac 3000 1G Leader
2 1995 Early-Stage Ericsson GF 338 2G Follower
2 1995 Early-Stage Nokia 2110 2G Leader
2 Iqq9 Early-Stage Nokia 1610 2G Leader
2 1998 Mid-Stage Nokia 5110 2G Leader
2 1998 Mid-Stage Nokia 6110 2G Leader
2 1998 Mid-Stage Siemens S10 2G Follower.
2 1999 Late-Stage Nokia 8850 2G Leader
2 2000 Late-Stage Nokia 3210 2G Leader
2 2000 Late-Stage Siemens A35 2G Follower
3 2002 Early-Stage Sanyo SCP-5300 2G Leader
3 2002 Early-Stage Sony Ericsson T68i 2G Leader
3 2003 Early-Stage Sony Ericsson T610 2G Leader
3 2004 Mid-Stage Motorola RAZR V3 2G Leader
3 2004 Mid-Stage Samsung PM-A740 2G Leader
3 2004 Mid-Stage Sony Ericsson K500 2G Follower
3 2007 Late-Stage Apple iPhone (2G Version) 2G Leader
3 2007 Late-Stage Nokia N95 3G Leader
3 2007 Late-Stage Sony Ericsson K850 3G Follower
4 2002 Early-Stage Nokia 9210i Communicator 2G Follower
4 2002 Early-Stage Palm Treo 270 2G Leader
4 2003 Early-Stage RIM Blackberry 6720 2G Leader
4 2006 Mid-Stage Palm Treo 700w 3G Leader
4 2006 Mid-Stage RIM Blackberry Pearl 8100 2G Leader
4 2006 Mid-Stage Verizon Wireless XV6700 3G Follower
4 2007 Late-Stage RIM Blackberry Curve 8300 2G Leader
4 2008 Late-Stage Apple iPhone 3G 3G Leader
4 2008 Late-Stage T-Mobile G1 3G Follower
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There is only one minor issue with the production selection that was
discovered after the data was collected. I originally determine T610 to be a
Follower, but it is actually a Leader. Thus, Group 3 has only two Followers
instead of three.
5.2 Measurement Metric
5.2.1 Application of MEME Framework
At the end of Section 3, I have developed a mutually exclusive and
(almost) collectively exhaustive framework (MECE Framework) that can provide
me the necessary tools for explaining the trends of the mobile phone industry.
The MECE Framework is helpful for conducting system analysis on complex
consumer products like mobile phones. Given unlimited resources, I can conduct
a systemic, factorial analysis on every attribute of every mobile phone in the
world. However, I can identify more than a hundred attributes for a given
mobile phone, and there are hundreds of phones developed in the industry. If I
were to try finding a pattern among product attributes and success factor non-
strategically, I will waste significant time collecting data of product attributes
that are relevant for explaining the trends of successful mobile phones in the
industry.
The MECE Framework provides a highly systematic way to analyze a
small but relevant set of attributes to understand why a product is successful for
a given purpose, by a given customer segment, at a given time. The following
section explains how the MECE Framework can enhance my selection of data to
measure and analyze. I have included examples of measurements for the MEME
Framework to Table 5-3 to illustrate the type of data that can be measured for the
mobile phone market.
Table 5-3: Core Metrics from Concept Model
PERFORMANCE (HARD FACTOR) CAPABILITY (HARD FACTOR)
The "Raw Power" The "Right Stuff"
What is the machine's ability to conduct its What are features possessed by the product to
core functions? Is it good enough? perform its primary job for the customer?
(eg. speed, memory size, battery life) (eg. expandable battery slot for increased talk
time, T9 algorithm for texting, flash for taking
pictures, etc)
USER INTERFACE (SOFT FACTOR) AESTHETICS (SOFT FACTOR)
The "Visual Interaction" The "Visual Perception"
What is the quality of viewing information How does the product look? What impressions
essential for interacting with the product? (eg. does the product form for you?
display quality, ease of finding buttons, layers (eg. color, form factor, size and number of non-
of menu for getting to the right function) uniform components on the surface of the
phone)
The "Tactile Interaction" The "Tactile Perception"
What is the quality of tactile input and How do you feel to hold the product in your
feedback mechanism for the product to hand or to have it touching your body?)
perform essential jobs? (eg. texture, weight, surface material
(eg. input interface type, number of buttons,
vibration alert)
The "Auditory Interaction" The "Auditory Perception"
What is the quality of hearing information How does the product sound during its
essential for interacting with the product? (eg. operation?
variety alert tones, loudness, voice-command (eg. sound quality of output, the "click" sound
quality) of closing a hardware, the loudness of typing
or clicking the buttons)
The framework is flexible at accommodating many different data types.
The measurements can be drawn from anecdotal evidence as well as pure
numbers. It is also important to note that a specific measurement of a product
can satisfy more than one measurement criteria of the framework. For instance,
the cost of material used for the mobile phone display surface can affect both
visual interaction (how easy it is to view information) and visual perception (how
pretty the product looks). In the case of the iPhone, cost of the mobile phone
display surface also affects the tactile perception (how easy it is to operate the
product by touch), as the display surface is the tactile input interface.
5.2.2 Test Matrix
As mentioned previously, it is not optimal or realistic to do a full factorial
analysis on all the attributes. Thus, I have picked out a few mobile phones
attributes to measure. Each of these measurements falls into different
measurement criteria of the MECE Framework as shown in the Test Matrix in
Table 5-4.
Table 5-4: Text Matrix for Case Study
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measuring at least one element for each of the performance, capability, UI, and
amra imagiof aggregating all the groups togetheng
rIn a given analysis, not all measurement criteria are used for analyzing UI PPerception, and Auditory Perception are not used for Group 's analysis.s fea'urec i
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The objective of the Test Matrix is to optimize the analysis such that the
analysis provides insights for role of industrial design while fully deeach mobile phonstrating
the MEME Framework at work. I have designed the Test Matrix such that: (i) all
measurement criteria are used at peast once and: (ii) each analysis consists of
measuring attery life.east one element for each o the peformnce, cais th  pabilimount, U, and
aesthetics pactors. Table 5-4 has five rows. Each row signifies a full analysis on the
role of industrial design for a given mobile phone. Talk Time group. Group , 2, 3, 4 in the
last uremw is the analysis of aggregating all the groups together.
Imode (when a given analysis, not all measurement criteria are used or analyzing U
and Aesthetics. For instance, Visual Interaction, Tactile Interaction, Visual
Perception, and Auditory Perception are not used for Group 1's analysis.
5.3 Data Type
There are a large variety of measurements for each group. The following
section provides a brief explanation on the measurement of each mobile phone's
attribute that is required by the Test Matrix.
5.3.1 Functional Performance Data
Talk Time:
Battery life is an important performance attribute. There are two standard ways
to measure battery life. One is Standby Time, which is the amount of time that
the phone can be on stand-by mode. The other is Talk Time, the expected battery
life if one continuously talks on the phone. Talk Time is a more useful
measurement because it measures the phone's battery performance in active
mode (when phone is performing job for the user).
Cost:
As explained in Section 3.3.2 on Functional Performance, Cost can indirectly
assist the evaluation of performance. In the analysis for Group 1, a measurement
that utilizes cost is to divide the Talk Time (a Functional Performance criteria) by
Cost to more accurately portray the performance value for the user. Cost in this
analysis is the retail price of the product. One issue with cost comparison is that
nominal value of retail price changes over the years. I have converted the
original retail price of each phone into the nominal retail price of 2008 with
Consumer Price Index (CPI). Each Cost is calculated by the following formula:
Cost = (Retail Price in Launch Year) x (CPI of 2008) / (CPI of Launch Year)
Refer to Section 9 for CPI data source.
Camera Resolution:
It is the maximum number of pixels of a picture that a given Imaging Feature
Phone can capture. Camera resolution is typically measured in mega pixels (MP).
Connection Speed:
It is the maximum speed at which data can be transmitted and received. The
connection speed is often measured by kilobytes per seconds (kbps).
5.3.2 Capability Data
"Chatting," "Texting," and "All-in-One" Features:
One measure of capability is to see whether certain features enhance the "job" of
the mobile phone product. For each of the phone groups, the features associated
with ennancing the "job" are different. However, it is important not to confuse
features with capability. A feature is a static component of the product, whereas
Capability is the resulting additional ability for the product to perform its "job."
For example, "phonebook" is a feature, whereas "looking up contacts on a
phonebook" is a Capability that enhances the job of "chatting."
"Non-Job" Features:
There are other features that enhance user's value, but they do not constitute as
features that enhance the core "job" of the mobile phone product. A given mobile
phone product has many features that only enhance the mobile phone user
marginally. Thus, I will only subjectively highlight those "non-job" features that
increase the overall experience of the user significantly.
5.3.3 Usability Data
Auditory Interfaces:
Certain interfaces enhance auditory feedbacks and utilization of the mobile
phone product. Anecdotal evidence is provided for the subjective measure of
auditory interfaces that enhance user's Experienced Utility for 1G Voice Phones.
Display Type:
This data is used for assessing the usability of 2G Text Phones. Phone display
screen originally can only display a certain number of characters. However, since
Nokia's introduction of "bitmap" display, screen display is no longer constraint
to the number of characters but the number of pixels. Thus, there are two units of
measurements for display type. For old "character-based" display type, the
number of characters displayed is measured. For newer "bitmap" display type,
the number of pixels of the screen is measured.
Diagonal Screen Size:
It is the diagonal length of the screen. The data for diagonal length often needs to
be derived indirectly. For screen size data that cannot be found from typical
sources of phone specifications data (these sources are specified in Section 5.4), I
first measure the screen size with a ruler from the front-view picture of the
product. Then, the measurement is scaled according to the actual dimension of
the phone product.
Keypad Size:
It is the diagonal length of the keypad area. The data is also derived from the
same method as the Screen Size measurements.
5.3.4 Aesthetics Data
Weight of a mobile phone product is measured in grams. It is an Aesthetics
element as the tactile feel of holding a heavy product is typically less attractive
for users. However, the weight can also be a Functional Performance metric. The
further treatment of weight is explained more fully in Section 6.
Ringtones:
Ringtones is evaluated on the variety of the ringtones possessed by a given
phone. Ringtones typically does not serve any important functions for the
operation of mobile phone. Thus, it is considered as a purely Aesthetics element
for the study.
Display Resolution:
It is measured by the dots per inch (dpi) on a given screen. This is different from
Display Definition, which is the measured by the total number of pixels. Display
Resolution is calculated by dividing the Display Definition by the Diagonal
Screen Size. It is a better measurement of Aesthetics than Display Definition
because the "smoothness" of the picture depends on the number of pixels of a
given size screen. For example, given a large number of pixels on a display, the
picture may still look like low resolution, composing many "squares" or "dots,"
if being displayed on a very large screen.
Prettiness Approval Rating and Prettiness Ranking Rating (PAS and PRS):
PAS and PRS are Aesthetics rating scores based on survey data. Please refer to
Section 5.4.2 for further information.
Dimensions (Length, Width, Thickness):
The Length, Width, and Thickness information of the mobile phone is shown in
the survey for the survey participants (Refer to Section 5.4.2). Smaller products
are typically considered more visually pleasing to the user.
5.3.5 Data Collection Table
Based on the measurement criteria of the Text Matrix, Table 5-5 summarizes the
data that needs to be collected for each mobile phone group.
Table 5-5: Data Collection Table for All Phone Groups
Group Number 1 2 3 4 1,2,3,4
Group Name Voice Phone Text Phone ImagingAll GroupsFeature Phones Smart Phones
Phone Name x x x x x
Year x x x x x
Product Cycle Stage x x x x x
Leader or Follower x x x x x
Talk Time [min] x x x x x
CPt of Launch Ya. ,
A CPI of 2008 x
Retail Price (Launch Yr) IfS x
Nominal Price (2008) [5] x
Talk Time Per $ [min/$ x
Camera Resolution [MP] x
Connection Speed x
Features for "Chatting" x
Features for "Texting" x
Features for "Imaging" x
' Useful "All-in-One Exp" Features x
Other "Non-Job" Features x x x x x
Diagonal Screen Size [cm] x x x x x
Auditory Features x
Display Type x
Keypad Size x
PAS x x x x
PRS x x x x
Weight [g] x x x x
u Length [mm] x x x x
Width [mm] x x x x
Thickness (mm x x x x x
Ringtone Types x
Screen Definition [MP] x
Screen Resolution [dpi I x
Please refer to Appendix I for the summary of data collected for the analysis.
5.4 Data Collection Method
5.4.1 Mobile Phone Websites
Detailed product specification data, product feature reviews, and pictures
of mobile phones are readily available from various professional and non-
professional mobile phone websites. Refer to Section 9 for the data and picture
sources.
5.4.2 Surveys
Survey data is taken as a mean to quantify as the primary mean of
measuring Visual Perception component of Aesthetics. I have selected 12 survey
participants from a set of diverse demographic and cultural backgrounds in an
attempt to normalize biases. There are 6 participants from each sex. In terms of
age groups, I have created three categories: "25 and under," "between 26 and
45," and "above 45." There are four participants in each age group.
The survey asks the participants about whether they find each phone of
the 30 phones in Group 2, Group 3, and Group 4 "pretty" or "not pretty." The
survey also asks each participant to rank the nine phones of Group 2, Group 3,
and Group 4 from one to nine. The participant each receives a Microsoft Word
document via email. The participants will see pictures of each phone product
from different views. Since the relative proportions of phones are important for
Aesthetics evaluation, most pictures use the same scale with length and width
information provided for the participants.
The survey results allow two scores are developed for the analysis. The
first score is Prettiness Approval Score (PAS) of each phone. It is the percentage
of participants who find a particular phone "pretty." The second score is the
Prettiness Ranking Score (PRS) of each phone. PRS is derived from participant's
ranking of each phone. In the survey, the phone that participants find "prettiest"
in the group of nine phones is ranked 1 (phone that they find "least pretty" is
ranked 9). Each of their ranking for each phone is then translated into a ranking
score in reverse order. Phones with ranking of 1 are translated to a ranking score
of 9. Phones with ranking of 2 are translated to a score of 8 and so on. Thus, the
ranking score also has a value from 1 to 9 (9 being the "prettiest" of the group).
The average of the ranking score of each phone by the 12 participants generates
the PRS.
In order to normalize cultural biases, I have selected participants from
seven major geographical regions: Asia, Western Europe, Eastern Europe, North
America, Central & South America, Africa, and Oceania. The determination of
each survey participant's geographical region is based on the country, where the
participant lived for the longest period. The cultural background is illustrated in
Table 5-6 below.
Table 5-6: Cultural Background of Survey Participants
Central &
Sex AgeWestern Eastern North South Africa OceaniaSex Age Group Asia Europe Europe America America
25 and
under
25 and
Female Above 45
Between
In order to normalize learn26 and 45
Between
Female
Male Above 45
Female Above 45
In order to normalize learning curve and phone order biases, I split the
survey up into three phone group sections: Group A, Group B, and Group C.
Group A can be assigned one of Group 1, Group 2, or Group 3 phones. This is the
same for Group B and Group C. During the survey, a participant evaluates
Group A phones first. The Group A phones that he or she evaluates can be one of
Group 1, Group 2, or Group 3. Then, the participant proceeds to Group B section
of the survey. If Group A phones are Group 2 phones, Group B phones can be
one of Group 1 or Group 3. Then, the participant proceeds to Group C section of
the survey. If the Group B phones are Group 3 phones, the Group A phones is
the remaining Group 1 phones.
There is an additional step of randomization within Group A, B, and C.
The Group 2 phones that the participant evaluates in Group A come in
randomize order of Group 2 phones. This additional step of randomization is the
same for Group B and Group C portions of the survey. Each participant is also
identified by a code to protect the identity of each participant. Table 5-7 below
shows the coding system for each participant, which correlates to the described
phone group randomization methodology.
Table 5-7: Survey Code and Phone Group Randomization Structure
Phone Group Order of Survey
Survey Code Group A Group B Group C
23401 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4
24302 Group 2 Group 4 Group 3
32403 Group 3 Group 2 Group 4
34204 Group 3 Group 4 Group 2
42305 Group 4 Group 2 Group 3
43206 Group 4 Group 3 Group 2
23407 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4
24308 Group 2 Group 4 Group 3
32409 Group 3 Group 2 Group 4
34210 Group 3 Group 4 Group 2
42311 Group 4 Group 2 Group 3
43212 Group 4 Group 3 Group 2
Please refer to Section 6 for survey results, Section 9 for pictures used for the
survey, Appendix II for sample survey, and Appendix III for survey data.
6
Analysis and Discussion
6.1 Overview
There are five sets of separate analysis that are performed in this section.
For each set of analysis, the Hard Factors and Soft Factors are evaluated in
separate subsections. In this way, the role of industrial design can be more easily
captured from the various observed data. Several plots and categorization tables
are used to aid the analysis and discussions. Please refer to Appendix I for the
primary data used for this section.
6.2 Group 1 Call Phones Evaluation
6.2.1 Hard Factors Evaluation
Cost is a significant factor that affects functional performance for Group 1
phones since the retail price for these Voice Phones can be as expensive as $8,636
in today's dollar amount. A plot of the ratio of Talk Time to Cost is shown in
Figure 6-1. The plot shows that functional performance is relatively slow at the
early-stage but increasing significantly towards late-stage after 1989.
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Figure 6-1: Ratio of Talk Time to Cost of Voice Phones
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The Capabilities of the six leading Voice Phones are summarized in Table
6-1 below.
Table 6-1: Group 1 Voice Phone Capability Summary
Nokia Mobira Nokia Mobira Motorola MotorolaDynaTAC Nokia 100
Group 1 Voice Phones 8000XA Talkman Cityman MicroTac 9800x StarTac 3000
Capability Types 800XA noA I o-7 InoO
Looking Up
Contact
Receiving
Call
"Chatting" Indicating
Capability Battery Life
Finding
Signal
Controlling
Cost
Carrying
Phone
Customizing
Non- Sound
"Chatting" Improving
Capability Secuity
Secuity
Avoiding
Calls
Table 6-1 shows that both the number of capabilities that are useful for
"chatting" increases. Early-Stage phones really have no significant capabilities
that aid the core job of "chatting". Mid-Stage and Late-Stage phones have
increasing number of capabilities that enhance product's ability to perform its job.
It is also interesting to observe that a given capability is improved by increasing
the number of features. For instance, Motorola StarTac 3000 has voicemail, caller
ID and automatic answering features to enhance the "receiving call" capability.
Another piece of information is that the number of significant non-
"Chatting" capabilities actually does not increase much beyond 1989 (the Mid-
Stage). Many of the "non-job" features do not add any significant capability for
the user to perform his or her job.
6.2.2 Soft Factors Evaluation
In terms of UI evaluation, I will focus on auditory interaction of the Voice
Phones. At the Early-Stage, there are no noteworthy sound interfaces. In the later
stages, the single most significant feature that enhances auditory interaction is
voicemail. Being able to listen to voicemail creates significant flexibility for the
user to receive and act on the voice information at different times. Having a
voicemail with an automatic answering feature by the Late-Stage Motorola
StarTac 3000 enhances the personalization of the voicemail. Many users also ask
the caller to provide "name," "phone number," and "reasons for calling" so that
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the user has higher chance of receiving better information about the nature of the
call from the voicemail.
Other noteworthy auditory interaction is the customization of keypad tones
and ringer style in later stage phones. Those sound feedbacks are useful for
interacting with the device. Keypad sound tells user that the button is pressed
correctly; ringer tones allow users to quickly recognize the need to pick up the
phone with the user's customized ringtone. The customizations of these features
enable better convenience for the user. For instance, customization of keypad
tone and ringtones sound volume allows users to make phones quiet during
meetings.
In terms of aesthetics, Figure 6-2 shows the weight of the product over the
product evolution cycle.
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Table 6-2: Group 1 Voice Phone Weights
The weight of leading phones is reduced significantly over time. Weight is
a factor that largely contributes to the tactile appeal of the product. The dramatic
investment of mobile phone companies to reduce weight indicates that the
increased emphasis with aesthetics as a source of competitive advantage. Two of
the most notable products that excels in weight reduction are the Motorola
MicroTac 9000X and StarTac 3000. Their popularity largely stems from the
dramatic reduction in weight (and size of the product).
However, weight is sometimes an ambiguous attribute to analyze, and
caution should be taken. The earlier Motorola DynaTac phone is often called the
"brick phone" due to its 9.8 kg weight (and huge size), while the Nokia provides
briefcase accessory for the Mobira Cityman's huge and heavy phone (5.5 kg). The
phone is so heavy that it affects the functional performance of the core job of the
product, as the user cannot practically carry the phone around for "chatting
everywhere." It is not until the introduction of Nokia's Mobira Cityman in 1987
that the phone is light enough (800 grams) to be carried around for "chatting
everywhere." Thus, weight is actually an indirect functional performance factor.
However, once the product is "good enough" or "light enough," it then
transforms into an aesthetics factor.
One last observation is about the paradox of aesthetics and perceived level
of functional performance of the Motorola MicroTac 9000X. Although the originally
intention of this part of the analysis is not focused on visual perception, two
interesting non-functional features has drawn certain useful insights. First of all,
MicroTac 9000X has an external antennae of no useful function. Secondly, there is
a fake microphone hole at the bottom of the phone so that users think that the
microphone is optimally positioned near their mouth (the actual position of the
microphone is hidden near the hinge of the phone). These non-functional visual
perception features or "affordances" (Norman, 1988) actually enhance user's
experienced utility because user's perceived level of productfunctional performance
has improved.
6.3 Group 2 Text Phones Evaluation
6.3.1 Hard Factors Evaluation
In terms of functional performance, talk time is again plotted for the
evaluation. Cost information is not included in the following analysis.
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Figure 6-2: Talk Time for Group 2 Text Phones
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From the observed data in Figure 6-2, talk time of mobile phones only
show moderate performance level increase over the product evolution cycle. The
comparison between the Leaders and Followers offer certain insights about the
role of functional performance. In 1995, Ericsson GF 388 was considered to be a
Follower. One of the reasons is the relative short battery life of the product.
However, in 1998, Siemens S10 launched a phone with a battery life of 10 hours
of talk time, way ahead of its competitors. However, the Siemens S10 is still
considered as a Follower. In 2000, the new Siemens A35 was also considered to
be a Follower given competitive talk time of 4 hours. These series of observations
suggest that the value of functional performance diminishes over the product
evolution cycle once the sufficient functional performance level is reached. This
directly supports our hypothesis about the diminishing role of functional
performance.
In terms of capability evaluation, Table 6-3 below is created to summarize
the findings.
Table 6-3: Capabilities of Group 2 Text Phones
Es338 Nokia 2110 Nokia 1610 Nokia 5110 Nokia 6110 Siemens S10 Nokia 8850 Nokia 3210 Siemens A35
Group 2 Text Phones
Capability Types
1995 1995 1996 1998 1998 1998 1999 2000 2000
Erly-Stage Early-Stage Early-Stage Mid-Stage MidStage Late-Stage Late-Stage Late-Stage
Follower Leader Leader Leader Leader Follower Leader I Leader Follower
Viewing: bitmap bitmap bitmap bitmap I bitmap bitmap
"Texting I Text display display display, display display display
Capability softkeys, soft keys, soft 9, soft keys, T9, softkeys,
Text ynamic font dynamic f tdynamic font dynamic dynamic
size size sie font size font size
3 games 3 games 3 games 3 games
Gaming ing including including including
Snake Snake Snake Snake
Usig aaclock, alarm unknown clock, alarm clock,alarm lockalarm clock, alarm clock,alarm clock
Non-
Profiling
"Texting" Phone n Yes es I Yes
Capability
Alrtin Yes Yes Yes Yes I Yes
Viewing in 3-colors text
Color (blue, red, blue screen
sreen)
During the Early-Stage of the product evolution cycle, there are very few
significant features for either enhancing "Texting" or non-"Texting" capabilities.
Thus, capability does not seem to be an important source of competitive
advantage in the beginning.
During the Mid-Stage, there is dramatic increase in the number of features
that contributes towards the capability of the product. Bitmap display, soft keys,
and dynamic font of a phone are important "must-have" features that enhance
_
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the capability of "viewing and entering" of text messages. capabilities related to
"gaming" and "using phone as a clock" also become standards in the Mid-Stage.
This stage is also a great case for explaining the notion of "killer applications" -
applications that are so powerful that they become a main decision factor for the
product purchase. The Nokia phones in 1998 have "Phone Profile" feature and
the world-famous "Snake" game as killer applications that may help to explain
their dominance over the Siemens S10, which have similar performance level and
similar core "texting" capabilities.
During the Late-Stage, all these capabilities are still important. One
interesting note about the Late-Stage phones is that capability that enhances
performance of the job of "texting" is still critically important. The most
important innovative feature in the Late Stage is the introduction of T9 predictive
texting. It enables users to type text messages up to four times the original speed.
Siemens A35, a pretty phone that lacks important capabilities, cannot feasibly
compete with leading Nokia phones, which have sufficient number of attractive
and powerful capabilities.
6.3.2 Soft Factors Evaluation
In order to evaluate UI, the display type is evaluated for its role in
enhancing user's visual interaction. The result is summarized in Table 6-4 below.
Table 6-4: User Interface and Aesthetics Features for Group 2 Text Phones
Ericsson GF
Nokia 2110 Nokia 1610 Nokia 5110 Nokia 6110 Siemens S10 Nokia 8850 Nokia 3210 Siemens A35
338
Group 2 Text Phones 1995 1995 1996 1998 1998 1998 1999 2000 2000
Capability Types Early Stage Early-Stage Early-Stage Mid-Stage Mid-Stage Mid-Stoge Late-Stage Late-Stage Late Stage
Follower Leader Leader Leader Leader Follower Leader Leader Follower
UI bitmapDisplay 36 42 16 bitmap: bitmap: bitmap: bitmap: 32(Visual (unkownType characters characters characters 5040 pixels 5238 pixels 6144 pixels 4032 pixels characters
Interaction) pixel count)
Aesthetiics downloadable
Variety of downloadable downloadable downloadable monophonc,(Auditory monophonic monophonic monophonic monophonic monophonic
erception) Ringtones monophonic monophonic monophonic rlngtonePerception) composer
During the Early-Stage of "texting," phones have a relatively weak
display capability. The screen is limited by relatively the small number of
characters that can be shown on the screen at a time. This explains the low use of
"texting" at the beginning of the product evolution cycle. The need to enhance
the usability of "texting" is not as strong as other capabilities that are focused on
"chatting." During the Mid-Stage, texting becomes a dominant product capability.
Most competitive phones now have bitmapped displays, rather than the much
more limited segmented LCDs, which enhances the visualization of textual
information significantly. The screen becomes more flexible in terms of the
characters that can be displayed, and even the size of the font that can be
displayed. During the Late-Stage, phones that do not have "bitmap" display (for
example the Siemens A35) find themselves at a serious competitive disadvantage
to their leading competitors.
In terms of aesthetics, two different sets of data are evaluated. First of all, in
terms of auditory perception, the Ring Tone Variety is chosen as an attribute to
analyze. All ringtones are monophonic for all phones analyzed in Group 2, but
the phones vary in terms of the variety of ringtones available. Increasing variety
of ringtones allows users to pick a more optimal choice of ringtone for his or her
phone. At the Early-Stage, there is very small variety of ringtones; auditory
perception is hardly a competitive factor. During the Mid-Stage, the Nokia phones
dramatically increase the variety of ringtones by introducing downloadable
ringtones via SMS or "ringtone server" (proprietary ringtone download
mechanism). This can be one of the contributing factors for beating Siemens S10,
its Follower. During the Late-Stage, Nokia, again, allow more downloadable
ringtones. The Nokia 3210 even allows users to self-create their own ringtones
with the "ringtone composer" application. This application was considered a
huge innovation at the time, and created a significant user community for this
specific ringtone application. The Follower (Siemens A35) lacks behind in such
successful auditory Aesthetic enhancing features.
A second data that is evaluated is the Prettiness Ranking Score (PRS),
which shows the relative preference among the 9 phones within the group (the
higher the PRS, the prettier the survey participant finds the phone). The PRS data
is shown in Figure 6-3 below.
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Figure 6-3: Prettiness Ranking Score for Group 2 Text Phones
The PRS data from Figure 6-3 shows that visual aspect of aesthetics hardly
matters in terms of determining product success during the Early-Stage. Despite
Siemens S10 being significantly prettier than the other two Early-Stage Nokia
phones, Siemens S10 remains a Follower. However, in future product stages, the
Followers have significantly lower PRS than the later-stage Nokia phones, which
have significantly improved its PRS. The PRS and the auditory perception data
provide evidence that visual perception of aesthetics become more important in
later stages of the product evolution cycle.
6.4 Group 3 Imaging Feature Phones Evaluation
6.4.1 Hard Factors Evaluation
During the evaluation of functional performance, talk time and max camera
resolution data are taken. The data is summarized in Table 6-5 below.
Table 6-5: Performance Level of Group 3 Imaging Feature Phones
Sanyo SCP- Sony Sony Motorola Samsung PM Sony Apple Sony
Ericsson Ericsson iPhone (2G Nokia N95 Erncs on5300 Ericsson T68i RAZR V3 A740
Group 3 T610 KSOO Version) K850
Imaging Feature Phones 2002 2002 2003 2004 2004 2004 2007 2007 2007
erformance Categories
Early-Stage Early-Stage Early-Stage Mid-Stage Mid-Stage Mid Stage Late-Stage Late-Stage Late Stage
Leader Leader Leader Leader Leader Follower Leader Leader Follower
Talk Time [hr] 3 11 14 7 3 7 8 6.5 9
Camera Resolution IMP 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 2 5 5
Prior to the study, I assume that talk time is a key-determining factor for
product success because "imaging" is a battery-intensive activity. Battery life is
further suffered when people share photos by internet uploads, MMS, and
emails. The result from Table 6-4 shows that there is no direct correlation
between product success and talk time. For instance, the Followers have the best
talk times in each of the later stages, whereas phones with lowest talk times are
still Leaders at all the stages. According to PC World camera phone expert, James
Martin, consumers should purchase camera phones with at least 3-hour talk time
as a guideline (Martin, 2003). Thus, a plausible explanation for the surprising
result is that the talk time or battery life of all the camera phones in this group are
already "good enough" as they all have 3 hour talk time or above.
Camera resolution is also taken in Table 6-4 to evaluate functional
performance. There are a couple of interesting trends that emerged from the data.
During the Early-Stage and Mid-Stage, competing camera phones all have low
camera resolution of 0.3 MP or below. In the Late-Stage, camera resolution finally
increases. Surprisingly, Sony Ericsson K850i is a Follower despite having a great
camera resolution, whereas the Apple iPhone is a Leader with the worst camera
resolution of the Late-Stage phones. In fact, Apple iPhone is more popualar than
N95 as an "imaging" device despite N95's high quality camera phone.
I will start by analyzing the low camera resolution trend during the Early
and Mid-Stage. According to Optics Planet's camera purchasing guide, the
recommended picture quality for a typical 4-inch by 6-inch picture print is at
least 1.2 MP (Optics Planet, 2009). The pictures of camera quality of 0.3 MP or
below (picture taken by Early and Mid-Stage camera phones) are not at a "good
enough" quality level for picture printing. It is only at a "good enough" quality
level for pocket-sized pictures or screensaver phone backgrounds.
From Early-Stage to Mid-Stage, many camera capabilities have made the
pictures more usable. This is shown in Table 6-6 below.
Table 6-6: "Imaging" Capability of Group 3 Imaging Feature Phones
Group 3
Imaging Feature Phones
"Imaging" Capability
Sanyo SCP-
5300
Sony
Ericsson T68i
Sony
Ericsson
T610
Motorola
RAZR V3
Samsung PM
A740
Sony
Ericsson
K500
Apple
iPhone (2G
Version)
Nokia N95
Sony
Ericsson
K850
2002 2002 2003 2004 1 2004 2004 2007 2007 2007
Early-Stage Early-Stage Early-Stage Mid-Stage I Mid-Stage Mid-Stage ILate-Stage Late-Stage Late-Stage
Leader
Flash Yes
Digital
Zoom
Enhancing Image
Image Editor
Auto-Focus
Others
Personaliz- Screen-
ing Image saverIl-
Capturing
Image with
More Easily
Sharing
Image
Built-in Yes
Camera
Camera Yes
Button
External
LCD Screen
Auto-
Rotate
Software ems
Hardware
External
Platform nkwn
Network 2G
Leader Leader
ill, MMS, wireless web
2G
Leader
IR, Bluetooth Bluetooth
Unknown Unknown
2G 2G
Leader
Yes
email, MMS, wireless web
Bluetooth
nw QuickShare
22G 2G
Leader
LED Flash
Yes
Yes
Yes
Carl Zeiss
Optics
Yes
Follower
Xenon Flash
Yes
Yes
Yes
Image
Stabilization
Yes Yes
email, MMS, wireless web
Bluetooth
iPhoto
IR, Bluetoothi Bluetooth I
2G I 3G I 3G I
There are a few pieces of information that can be extracted from Table 6-6
to help understanding the trends of camera resolution. I have categorized the
"imaging" capabilities into four main groups: "enhancing image," "personalizing
image," "capturing image more easily," and "sharing an image." In brief, during
the Early and Mid-Stage, capabilities related to "enhancing image" and "capturing
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Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
image more easily" have improved, whereas capabilities relating to
"personalizing image" and "sharing an image" have not significantly improved.
The trends of low camera resolution and low improvement in enhancing
sharing capability are consistent with a 2006 consumer report compiled by
eMarketer (eMarketer, 2006). In the report, it stated that only 28% of respondents
actually use the camera phone to share pictures with friends despite that 60% of
the respondents hope to do so during the phone purchase. More interestingly,
only 5% of respondents upload or print the pictures taken from the camera
phones, whereas 67% of them only use those pictures to store as their
screensaver. Picture quality and the ease of photo transfer are the two main
bottlenecks. Thus, the poor level of functional performance and low level of
important "sharing an image" capability explain the poor imaging experience,
disappointment faced by the users, and low utilization of pictures for prints.
Now, I will turn to address the more interesting trend of Apple iPhone
being more successful than both Sony Ericsson K800i and Nokia N95 despite
inferior functional performance with significantly lower camera resolution. Again,
referring to the Optics Planet's camera guide, the guide suggests that a 2.1MP
camera has sufficient resolution to print an 8-inch by 10-inch picture (large
enough for most camera users). Furthermore, a 3.3MP camera has sufficient
resolution to print a 13-inch by 19-inch picture, which is more than the needs of
most mainstream users. Thus, the 5MP cameras of Sony Ericsson K800i and
Nokia N95 are overshooting the needs of the mainstream users. On the other
hand, the 2MP camera of Apple iPhone is just "good enough" for photo printing
purposes. This is part of the explanation for Apple iPhone's success despite
having a lower "imaging" performance product.
A second explanation requires us to revisit the "imaging" capabilities in
Table 6-5. In brief, for the Late-Stage phones, Sony Ericsson K800i and Nokia N95
excel at "enhancing image." The functional performance data has already
suggested that the mentioned phones are overshooting the customer's need.
Thus, further "image enhancing" capability may not score a strong premium for
mainstream user's experienced utility. On the other hand, iPhone actually excels in
"capturing picture more easily" capability with its iPhoto computer software. The
picture streaming application enables pictures to be easily downloaded to a
computer, easily editable, and easily sharable with others on the Internet via the
computer. The other two phones do not have good software capability to
integrate well with the computer, lowering their ability to share photos. The
combination of Apple iPhone's powerful "ease of sharing" capability and its
"good enough" camera functional performance explains the Apple iPhone's success
as an "imaging" phone.
6.4.2 Soft Factors Evaluation
There is supporting evidence that emphasizes the increasing importance
of usability from the industrial design point of view. First of all, this analysis
utilizes screen size to estimate the UI's visual interaction level. The result is shown
in Figure 6-4.
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Figure 6-4: Screen Size of Group 3 Imaging Feature Phones
The trend shows that the Followers have mediocre screen size when
compared to the best Leaders. This is especially prominent in the Later-Stage
phones.
In terms of aesthetics, screen resolution is used for evaluating the visual
perception component of aesthetics. Screen resolution is an especially important
aesthetic component for Imaging Feature Phones because users enjoy viewing
photos or setting photos as the background image on the phone screen. Figure 6-
5 below shows the trend of screen resolution.
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The trend in Figure 6-5 shows the continuous improvement in screen
resolution. Followers are at mediocre screen resolution standard when compared to
the best Leaders. The Soft Factor evaluations from screen resolution (aesthetics) and
screen size (UI) help to demonstrate that industrial design has increasing
importance for Group 3 Imaging Feature Phones' success.
6.5 Group 4 All-In-One Smart Phones Evaluation
6.5.1 Hard Factors Evaluation
This is the toughest category to evaluate since "providing all-in-one
experience" for the user requires significant functional performance and a large set
of capabilities for multiple jobs. In terms of functional performance, the talk time and
Connection Speed (using Top Download Speed) are listed in Table 6-7.
Table 6-7: Talk Time and Network Speed of Group 4 All-In-One Smart Phones
RIM RIM Verizon RIM
Nokra 9210o Palm Treo Palm Treo Apple
Blackberry Blackberry Wireless Blackberry T Mobile G 1
ornrncator 270 700w iPhone 3G
Group 4 6720 Pearl 8100 XV6700 Curve 8300
All-in-One Phones 2002 2002 2003 2006 2006 2006 2007 2008 2008
unctional Performance
Early-Stage Early-Stage Early-Stage Mid-Stage Mid-Stage Mid Stage Late-Stage Late-Stage Late Stage
Follower Leader Leader Leader Leader Follower Leader Leader Follower
Talk Time [hrj 5.0 3.0 4.0 4.7 6.5 5.0 4.0 5.0 5.3
HSDPA UMTS (1
HSCSD (57.6 GSM 1800 GSM 1800 CDMA 2000 EDGE (384 CDMA 2000 EDGE (384 (capped atTop Download Speed Mbps inkbps) (14 kbps) (14 kbps) (700 kbps) kbps) (700 kbps) kbps) 1.4 Mbps in
2008)
The talk time does not seem to be a significant source of competitive
advantage, as Followers across the different stages have competitive or better talk
time than the leaders. Talk time only improves gradually from Early-Stage to Mid-
Stage, and does not seem to improve from Mid-Stage to Late-Stage. This
indicates that battery life has reached sufficient level of functional performance for
this phone group near the beginning.
In terms of connectivity, the overall download speed improves
dramatically from one stage to the next. However, there are certain interesting
observations. First of all, the top network speed within a stage does not seem to
be the main source of competitive advantage. For instance, the Followers in the
Early-Stage, Mid-Stage, and Late-Stage all have competitive or top download
speed performance. Another interesting observation is that the RIM Blackberry
Curve 8300 (a Leader) actually has slower network speed than some of the earlier
stage phones. The network speed and battery life data shows that functional
performance alone cannot clearly explain the reason for product success.
In terms of capability, I have divided into six categories that are the
expected experience provided by a smart device today. These categories are
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"enhancing productivity," "browsing the web," "socializing," "navigating,"
"sharing media content," and "imaging." Table 6-8 summarizes the features that
contribute towards those capabilities of Group 4. I have not included features or
elements that are common to all, such as emailing, SMS, and organizer.
Table 6-8: Capabilities of Group 4 All-In-One Smart Phones
Group 4
All-in-One Phont
Functional
Performance
2002
Palm Treo
270
2002
RIM
Blackberry
6720
2003
Palm Treo
700w
2006
RIM
Blackberry
Pearl 8100
2006
Verizon
Wireless
XV6700
2006
RIM
Blackberry
Curve 8300
2007
Apple
iPhone 3G
2008
T-Mobile G1
2008
Early Stage Early-Stage Early-Stage Mid Stage Mid-Stage Mid-Stage I Late-Stage Late-Stage Late-Stage
Follower Leader
- U - I -
Enhancing
Productivity
Leader Leader Leader Follower I Leader
Browsing the We
Socializing
Navigating
Sharing and
Receiving Media
Content
Imaging
Leader I Follower
slide-out
keyboard,
trackball,
touch screen
G1 browser,
touch
screen,
trackball,
slide-out
keypad
SMS
threaded
view, instant
messaging
GPS (poor
quality)
audio/video
player,
amazon MP3
store
3.2 MP
In Table 6-8, I have highlighted the boxes, which indicate the mobile
phone that leads a particular capability category for a given stage of the product
evolution cycle. One consistent trend is that the "enhancing productivity"
category is always won by a Leader of a given stage. In particular, in the Early-
Stage and Mid-Stage, the Follower products are actually better than the Leaders
~ c,
Nokia 92101
Communicator
for most categories other than "enhancing productivity." One explanation for
these observations is that the job of "enhancing productivity" is more important
than most other jobs, especially during the earlier stages of the product evolution
cycle.
A second observation is that the functional performance metric and the
capability analysis so far cannot explain adequately why certain products are
successful in the marketplace. For example, the Palm products have inferior
functional performance and capability. Yet, they are the Leaders, enjoying success in
the marketplace. This is a supporting evidence that role of functional performance
and capability diminishes as industrial design elements as Group 4 Smart Phone
products mature quickly. Another potential explanation is that the mentioned
functional performance metric does not fully reflect the most critical needs of the
user. For instance, Verizon Wireless XV6700 is known to have low voice volume
and delays from receiving calls from CNET reviews. Nokia 9210i service is
known to be expensive. Thus, a likely explanation can be that Nokia 9210i and
Verizon XV6700 is performing below the required level of performance at a
given cost for the product.
After conducting the analysis, I also found out that one concept that has
not been measured properly from the MECE Framework is the interoperation
among applications, how they work in combination. Since multi-functional
devices require rich interoperation amongst their applications, the full user
experience is dependent on the ease of switching among applications. For
instance, the Apple iPhone excels at such interoperations of applications
(typically with 3 clicks or less). However, the interoperability of functions does
not necessarily belong to any of the factors listed in the Conceptual Model or
MECE Framework. At the same time, it directly enhances usability and capability
of the product. Thus, a treatment of interoperability needs to be conducted after
the analysis by updating the Concept Model and MECE Framework.
6.5.2 Soft Factors Evaluation
For UI evaluation of Group 4 All-In-One Feature Phones, diagonal keypad size is
used for measuring the tactile interaction component of UI, as shown in Figure 6-6.
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Figure 6-6: Keypad Size of Group 4 All-In-One Phones
The trend in Figure 6-6 is surprisingly in two ways. First of all, the diagonal
keypad size of products is showing a decreasing trend, indicating lowered tactile
interaction via the UI. Secondly, Followers consistently have better diagonal keypad
size than Leaders. There are two potential explanations to explain the trend. First
of all, diagonal keypad size indirectly affects visual perception of the product, as
increased diagonal keypad size typically causes the overall size and thickness of the
product to increase. A second explanation is that the innovations in keypad
design enables better usability at a given diagonal keypad size. For instance, the
Apple iPhone and Blackberry Pearl 8100's predictive texting software enables
ease of texting despite the relatively small keypad.
In terms of aesthetics evaluation, PRS is again used for evaluating the visual
perception component of aesthetics, as shown in Figure 6-8 below.
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Figure 6-7: Prettiness Ranking Score of Group 4 All-In-One Smart Phones
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The trend shows an increased emphasis of prettiness for the products.
Also, Leaders are typically prettier than the Followers. This is consistent with the
hypothesis and the mentioned trend of decreasing diagonal keypad size. In fact this
data further suggests that the role aesthetics become relatively more important
than the role of usability once usability becomes "good enough" at the latest stage
of the product evolution cycle.
6.6 All Groups Combined Evaluation
6.6.1 Hard Factors Evaluation
In the last exercise, I attempt to combine the data from all the phone
groups in order to explore the role of industrial design more fully. In terms of
functional performance, talk time is chosen as the measurement criteria, as shown in
Figure 6-8.
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Figure 6-8: Talk Time for All Phone Groups
The trend in Figure 6-8 shows that functional performance continue to
increase over time, as customer needs and capability of the product increase or
change over time. However, Leaders do not necessarily need to beat the
competitors in functional performance in order to achieve market success, as
II ~~iX^I~ _I ~ _
illustrated by the large number of Leaders having lowered level of functional
performance than the Followers.
6.6.2 Soft Factors Evaluation
In terms of UI assessment, the diagonal screen size is used for measuring the
visual interaction component of UI, as shown in Figure 6-9.
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Figure 6-9: Diagonal Screen Size for All Groups
The mobile phone industry trend in Figure 6-9 shows that Diagonal
Screen Size is not significantly important at the beginning, especially when the
"job" is relatively simple. However, as customers demand more capability andbetter usability, the visual perception of UI become significantly more important.
This is indicated by the steep upward trend in diagonal screen size in the figure.
In terms of aesthetics, I have utilized two measurement metrics: PAS (visual
perception) and weight (Tactile Perception). The analysis is only formed for Group
2, 3, and 4 because PAS data for Group 1 is not available and weight is a a indirectfunctional performance metric in Group 1, which can make the result more
ambiguous. PAS data is used in place of PRS because PAS is a non-group
sepecific approval rating (not group-specific) rather than ranking rating that is
group-specific. PAS allows the comparison among groups. Figure 6-10 and 6-11
below show that PAS and weight trends respectively.
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In Figure 6-10, PAS trend seems to indicate the valuation on aesthetics
fluctuates throughout the mobile phone industry. One explanation is that the
importance of aesthetics changes during a product evolution cycle, when the
"job" of the product shifts. This also partially explains the weight trend in Figure
6-11. Such observation fit with intuition of hypothesis, which suggests that a
product can have distinct evolution cycles. From 1995 to 2000, the weight shows
a decreasing trend for Text Phones. Yet, the arrival of Imaging Feature Phones
and All-In-One Smart Phones in the following decade may have diminished the
role of aesthetics, which lowers the need to lower weight to improve tactile
peception component of aesthetics.
This final analysis creates an important insight. Thoughout the analysis,
there is ample evidence that the role for industrial design for product success is
important. In fact, there are also evidence to support the role of industrial design
becomes more important for a given industry during each the mature stage of
each product cycle. However, the final analysis tells us that without
understanding the stage of the product life cycle, the wrong emphasis on
industrial design can be made. In order to correctly access the stage of product
life cycle, the primary "job" of the product and relative level of functional
performance need to be assessed accurately. In the following section, the key
insights of the analysis will be summarized and used directly for answering the
questions posed in the hypotheis in Section 2.
i
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Creation of a Unifying Theory
7.1 Relating Analysis to Hypotheses
7.1.1 Accepting or Rejecting Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis 1 is about whether the relative importance of industrial design
increases as product matures in the product evolution cycle. The analysis from
Group 1 Call Phones, Group 2 Call Phones, and Group 3 Imaging Feature Phones
provides ample evidence that support the hypothesis.
Analysis of Group 1 Text Phones demonstrates that the functional
performance level of phones is not "good enough" as indicated by the ratio of talk
time to cost. Usability and aesthetics hardly matters in the Early Stage, especially
when the popular Nokia Mobira Talkman requires is a bulky suitcase-sized
product. However, usability and aesthetics are highly valued during the Mid-Stage
as Nokia Mobira Cityman and Motorola MircroTac are light enough to be carried
around. Aesthetics becomes increasingly important at the Late-Stage even when
phones' weight no longer affects usability significantly. The suggested the
popularity of the light Motorola StarTac indicates such shift in importance of
aesthetics.
Analysis of Group 2 Text Phones has even stronger evidence about the
relative importance of Hard Factors and Soft Factors. Measurement of talk time
indicates that Functional Performance is not the most important competitive
advantage, as many Leaders have inferior talk time when compared to Followers.
Categorization of capabilities shows that the capabilities increase significantly from
Early to Mid-Stage. However, the categories of capabilities do not grow from Mid-
Stage to Late-Stage.
In fact, new features from the Late-Stage are focused on improving the
ease of utilizing the various capabilities. There is a dramatic improvement in
usability from the improvement of visual interaction with increasing screen sizes
and the introduction of "bitmap" display. The survey's visual perception data
provides strong evidence to support that aesthetics is an increasingly important
differentiating factor for product success. Early Stage Leaders are perceived as
"less pretty" than the Followers, whereas Leaders of later stages are perceived as
"prettier" than the Followers. The trend of improving auditory perception from
increasing ringtone variety also suggests the increasing importance of aesthetics.
In particular, the wild popularity of "ringtone composer" application shows that
aesthetics can be an important competitive advantage in later stages of product
evolution cycle.
Analysis of Group 3 Imaging Feature Phones, again, reinforces the
intuition that functional performance is not an important differentiating factor once
the performance level is "good enough." This is indicated by the overshoot of
ftnctional performance of talk time by most phones in this group. On the other
hand, when functional performance of camera resolution is not "good enough" in
the early stages, users experience poor level of satisfaction even with great
capabilities offered by earlier stage phones. The success of iPhone at the Late-
Stage is a great demonstration that functional performance just needs to be "good
enough" in order for users to capture the value of the capability of the product.
Furthermore, iPhone's superior usability and aesthetics combined with "good
enough" functional performance and great capability is a success formula for this
Late-Stage of product evolution cycle. There is further evidence that usability and
aesthetics are increasingly important, as noted from increasing screen size (visual
interaction) and numbers from survey's PAS (visual perception) respectively.
The analysis of Group 4 All-In-One Phones actually shows a counter-
intuitive trend. It shows that products with superior performance and capability
do not necessarily win. Nokia 9210i is a phone with superior functional
performance and capability in comparison to the Leaders of the Early Stage. It is
just so ugly and inconvenient to carry around. The role of industrial design is
important right at the beginning. This phenomenon can be explained by the
overlap of Group 3 Imaging Feature Phones and Group 4 All-In-One Phones.
"Imaging" is part of the "all-in-one experience." Thus, the product life cycle for
Group 4 phones that I chose actually starts earlier, explaining the reason for
strong emphasis on industrial design at the beginning of Group 4's analysis.
Thus, the observation is not inconsistent with Hypothesis 1.
One other interesting trend is the measurement of usability by keypad size
shows that keypad size actually decreases over the product evolution cycle,
whereas aesthetics improves during the same period as measured by PAS of the
survey. Two useful insights can actually be drawn from further examination.
First of all, usability over the stages actually did not decrease due to optimization
of tactile interaction per unit area (from innovations such as touch screen
innovations, predictive texting capability, and button sizing and layout).
Secondly, aesthetics seems to assume an even more important role for products of
than usability each of the later stages, as indicated by the sacrifice of usability by
Leaders in comparison to Followers. Blackberry Pearl has a small half-sized
keypad and iPhone have a small touch screen when compared to the Followers
of their respective stages, which have bulky phones with full-sized slide-out
keypads. Overall, the analysis with Group 4 is consistent with the increasing role
of industrial design over product evolution cycles.
The analysis of the first three groups of mobile phones provide strong
supporting evidence that Soft Factors of industrial design are indeed increasingly
important in the various product evolution cycles. Thus, Hypothesis 1 is
accepted.
7.1.2 Accepting or Rejecting Hypothesis 2
The analysis of the combined groups is helpful at addressing Hypothesis
2. This hypothesis is an expansion of Hypothesis 1, and is about whether there
are sets of distinct product evolution cycles that continually shift the role of
industrial design. In the analysis of the previous four individual groups, I have
already shown that usability and aesthetics are not as important at the beginning
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of a particular evolution cycle, which is characterized by "the job that the phone
is hired to perform." By aggregating the data of the four groups, I can further
provide evidence for the existence of distinct phases that shows shift in industrial
design.
As groups aggregate together, a plot of the talk time shows that finctional
performance increases consistently. This is consistent with the fact that at different
distinct sets of product evolution cycles, capability improves significantly over
these product evolution cycle. The additional capability requires functional
performance to keep increasing as the "good enough" performance level becomes
higher. For instance, the capabilities of "taking photos" of Group 3 Imaging
Feature Phones and "browsing the web" of Group 4 All-In-One Smart Phones
require increased level of battery life.
A more interesting trend is that screen size and PAS fluctuate during the
product evolution. In the early 90s (Early-Stage and Mid-Stage of Group 1 era),
screen size improves slowly and leaders fast improvement in PAS scores until
around 2000 (Late Stage of Group 1 era). Then, screen size reduces and PAS drops
dramatically in the early 2000s (Early Stage of Group 2 and Group 3 eras). Then,
improvements in screen size and PAS resumes in the middle of the 2000s. These
observations are consistent with the fact that usability and aesthetics become less
important during the early 2000s as Hard Factors become more important in the
new distinct product evolution cycles.
The ample evidence from the analysis of each group and combined
groups are consistent with the distinct phases of evolution cycle, causing shifts in
relative importance of Soft Factors of industrial design. Thus, Hypothesis 2 is
accepted. At this point the second Success Criteria of thesis is fulfilled, as I have
accepted both hypotheses based on 36-product analysis of a high-tech consumer
product industry. There are additional insights that will be discussed in Section
7. .2 for improving the theory.
7.1.4 Discussion of Errors
It is important to justify that data accuracy is not going to affect the
acceptance or rejection of the hypotheses. The data collection plan emphasizes on
collecting just enough data to (i) demonstrate the full utilization of the developed
concept model and MECE Framework and (ii) create supporting, baseline
evidence for the validity of the model. The data in this thesis is aimed for
creating observable trend plots rather than doing a thorough statistical analysis,
which is beyond the scope of this study. Thus, the number of data points from 36
cell phone products is sufficient for the purpose of this study.
There are three types of product data: product specifications from
websites, product specification from pictures, and survey data. Product
specification data from websites are taken primarily from most popular
professional mobile phone websites (www.gsmarena.com and
www.cnet.review). Product specification data (eg. display size) from large photo
graphics carefully measured with a ruler. I expect the data set to be within +/-
10% error band, which is not going to significantly affect trend observations that
are pertinent to the hypothesis. Survey data quality is relatively unbiased from
careful selection of survey candidates and product order randomization in the
survey as explained in Section 5.4.2. In addition, my advisor, who has strong
qualifications in the mobile phone industry, has scrutinized the choice of product and
survey data. Any strongly inconsistent trends from highly erroneous data are
likely to be caught my advisor.
7.2 Final Theory
This paper is about creating a theory that can explain the relative success
of certain consumer products at different circumstances. A basic theory must at
least be constructed to first categorize the observations into various categories. In
this way, the theory can have certain predictive power over similar observable
trends in the future. However, the aim of this paper is to create a strong
"prescriptive theory," which can explain the underlying cause of the observable
trends. In order to do so, the model must be able to explain observable trends
under various contexts or circumstances (Christensen, 2003).
The concept model developed is prescriptive in nature as the model is
tested against a wide variety of circumstances. These circumstances are the four
different product groups from an enormous variety of phone products. The
theory confirmed many of the observable trends. However, it also does not
capture all the essential information that is needed to form a more complete
causal relationship between product attributes and product success. The
utilization of additional insights captured from the analysis can improve upon
the initial prescriptive model.
In terms of the additional insights, aesthetics can improve the perceived
performance or usability of a product. For Group 1 Call Phones, Motorola
MicroTac uses "affordances" as a mean to improve perceived performance and
usability via visual perception. Such perceived utility gains forms part of the user'sj..... r -.. .. r ---.... ir -- ... .. .
experienced utility. Thus, the model can more accurately reflect such
phenomenon by separating user's experienced into user's perceived utility andfunctional utility. Another insight is that the existing model does not adequately
capture inter-operability for multi-functional devices or products with multiple
"jobs." The concept model needs to be expanded to capture this phenomenon.
The final concept model is created to more carefully capture the additional
insights from the analysis as shown in Figure 7-1.
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Figure 7-1: Final Concept Model
Figure 7-1 has three new elements: interoperability, functional utility, and
perceived utility. Interoperability is the ability of the product to easily combine or
sequentially utilize different functions of the product. Functional utility is the user's
utility gain from actual enhance product ability, whereas perceived usability is the user's
utility gained based on perception rather than from the enhanced ability of the product.
Arrow 11 of Figure 7-1 indicates that interoperability directly affects usability, whereas
Arrow H13 and H14 of Figure 7-1 indicates that the combination of functional utility and
perceived utility constitute the user's experienced utility. At this point, the model seems
to be complete in capturing, categorizing, and relating the most important elements that
constitute towards user's experienced utility. This is the final concept model that
summarizes the theory of the thesis. The creation of this final theory satisfies the third
and final success criteria of the thesis.
Concluding Thoughts
"Strategy renders choices about what not to do as important as choices about what to
do. "
Michael Porter, 1996 Harvard Business Review Article
Strategy involves making choices about what to do, and just as importantly, what
not to do. At the firm level, strategy involves choosing the value-added activities to
perform and choosing not to waste resources on non-value added activities. For firms that
compete in markets of high-tech consumer products, without a good user experience at
the product level, other types of company strategies, such as expansion of distribution
channel and massive promotion campaigns, cannot help firms to sustain a strong market
leadership position. In order to have sustained market success, the strategy of these firms
lies at the product level. Thus, the entire focus of this thesis is about user's experience of
the product itself.
Technology strategy for these firms is about choosing the right level of
performance, capability, usability, and aesthetics to maximize user's experienced value
at a given point in the product evolution cycle. Choosing the right levels for all four
mentioned components of user's experience requires the knowledge about the status of
the product evolution cycle. The precise knowledge about the stage of product evolution
cycle is, in turn, dependent upon knowing the fundamental "job" that the users "hire the
product to do" at present and in the near future.
Having gained such knowledge is important because different stages of product
evolution cycle require different choices to be made about what to emphasize on the
product. At-the beginning stage of the product evolution cycle, functional performance is
all-important. The product must strive to have an operationally "good enough" ability to
perform its main job. Once the functional performance is "good enough," additional
resources on functional performance often overshoots the needs of the users and results
in low marginal return for user's experience. The expansion of capability, in turn,
becomes increasingly important as the product can exploit itsfunctional performance to
meet other unmet needs of the user.
This thesis is also about the strategy of when and to what extent should firms
focus on industrial design aspects of the product. The emphasis of industrial design
becomes more important as products become more mature during the product evolution
cycle. As products become more mature, mainstream users demand better usability.
Usability is about exploiting the capability of the product. A product with "good enough"
level offunctional performance, the right set of capabilities, and great usability is a
"deeply beautiful" and valuable piece of technology that is well positioned to create
highly positive user's emotions and experience. In addition to the "deep beauty" of the
product, external beauty or aesthetics are also important elements of overall user's
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experience. This is because user's experience, especially those users of later stages, is
largely based on emotional perception of the human senses instead of cold, rational
evaluations on the ability of the product to perform its job. As the need for usability and
aesthetics becomes more prominent in later stages, firm's emphasis on industrial design
of a product should also increase accordingly.
Understanding the correct level of the four factors of user's experience and the
correct stage of product evolution cycle is not enough to craft an appropriate technology
strategy. There are more fundamental choices to be made, as firms need to choose the
"levers" for enhancing the mentioned four contributing factors for user's experience.
They need to choose the right sets of innovations, features, UI, and aesthetic designs to
optimize the four contributing factors for maximizing user's experience. In the case of
multi-functional products, they also need to choose the right level of interoperability
among functions for the product to enhance user's experience.
The main aspiration of creating this thesis is to explain that a technology strategy
for high-tech consumer products without industrial design components is not a viable
strategy at all. The Soft Factors of industrial design, contrary to conventional knowledge,
is largely objective and measurable, as demonstrated in the analysis of the paper. Firms
can track the return of investment on user's experience from investing in industrial design
of the product. Thus, firms can (and should) formulate a rational, measurable technology
strategy with strong industrial design emphasis. The need for formulating industrial
design as part of the technology strategy is more apparent than ever when product
evolution cycle is only getting shorter in competitive markets of high-tech consumer
products.
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9.3 Photo References
All photos used in this thesis are found from various websites, which are all
viewed between April and May, 2009. Only the first page of the sample survey in
Appendix III is shown. The pictures in the sample survey in the Appendix are
omitted, as many of those pictures require explicit copyrights permission for
publication.
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http://www.global-b2b-
Nokia 3210 Front network.com b2b/88/89/1351/127195/sell nokia 3210.
htm!
Nokia 3210 Isometric http://w-ww.dotdust.com/imagesi2007/09/20070928No
kia 3210a.jpg
Nokia 3210 Side http://www.secondhand-
mobilephones.co.uk/mobilephonespecification.htm
http://www.global-b2b-
Nokia 3310 Front network.com/direct/dbimage/50177253/Nokia 331
Nokia 5110 Front http://www.bluejackq.com/gallery2/5110-400.jpg
Nokia 5110 Isometric http://www.compxcell.co.za/images/nokia5110.gif
Nokia 5110 Side http://www.bluejackq.com/gallery2/5110-400.jpg
Nokia 6110 Front http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Nokia 6110 M
obil Telefon.jpg
Nokia 6110 Isometric http://www.gsmarena.com/nokia 6110-pictures-8.php
Nokia 6210 Front http://www.gsmarena.com/nokia 6210-pictures-
12.php
Nokia 8850 Front http://www.gsmarena.com/nokia 8850-pictures-21.php
http://www. mobiles-Nokia 8850 Isometric
actus.com/ohotos/telephone/205x268/nokia-8850-2,ipg
Nokia 8850 Side http://www.global-b2b-
network.com/direct/dbimage/50177252/Nokia 8850,jpg
Nokia 9210i Communicator Front http://www.allaboutseries80.com/features/viewarticle.p
hp?id=92
http://europe.nokia.com/EUROPE NOKIA COM 3/r2/prNokia 9210i Communicator Isometric 1
ess/photo/phones/jpeg/9210i angled*ipg
Nokia 9210i Communicator Isometric 2 http://www.66mobile.com/images/zoom/nokia/nokia 9
210i communicator phone.jpg
Nokia Mobira Cityman Isometric http://www.dialaphone.co.uk/blog/?p=2233
Nokia Mobira Talkman Isometric http://bizdom.blogspot.com/2007/08/mobira-
cityman-900.htmi
http://tech2.in.com/media/images/img 5594 side viesNokia N95 Back
back.jpg
Nokia N95 Isometric http://reviews.cnet.com/smartphones/nokia-n95-black-
silver/4505-6452 7-32085029.html?tag=mncol;lst
Nokia N95 Side http://tech2.in.com/media/images/img 5594 side viesi   Side
back.jpg
Palm Treo 270 Front http://www.scpda.com/Palm/Visor/Treo/photo gallery t
reo270 03 Irg.jpg
_ _____ _1_1~_ __1~ ~
Cell Phone Product View Orientation Website
Palm Treo 270 Isometric 1
Palm Treo 270 Isometric 2 http:i//www.palminfocenter.com/images/img HS Treo 2
70 Lpg
http://reviews.cnet.com/smartphones/palm-treo-700w-
Palm Treo 700w Back
gray/4505-6452 7-31473222.html?tag=mncol;Ist
http:i//,'www.mobiledia.com/phones/palm/t reo-Palm Treo 700w Front
700w.htmi
httop:/reviews.cnet.com/smartphones/palm-treo-700w-
Palm Treo 700w Side
gray/4505-6452 7-31473222.html?tag=mnco;Ilst
Polaroid SX-70 Isometric http://www.technologyreview.com/computing/186Polaroid SX-70 Isometric
20/pagel
http://www.gsmarena.com/blackberry 6720-pictures-
RIM Blackberry 6720 Front
1008.php
http://blackberry.katalog-mobilov.sk/mobilny-RIM Blackberry 6720 Isometric
telefon/blackberry-6720 /
http://www.swotti.com/tmp/swotti/cacheYMXHY2TIZXJY
RIM Blackberry Curve 8300 Back ESBJDXJ2ZSA4MZAWVGVJAG5VBG9NES1NB2JPBGUGUG
HVBMVZ/imgBlackBerry%20Curve%2083001.jpg
http://www.mobiledia.com/phones/rim/backberry-
RIM Blackberry Curve 8300 Front
curve.html
http://www.swotti.com/tmp/swotti/cacheYMXHY2TIZXJY
RIM Blackberry Curve 8300 Side ESBJDXJ2ZSA4MZAWVGVJAGSVBG9NES1NB2JPBGUGUG
HVBMVZ/imgBlackBerry%20Curve%2083001.jpg
htto://www.mobiledia.com/phones/rim/blackberry-
RIM Blackberry Pearl 8100 Back '" .
peart.html
http://www.mobiledia.com/phones/rim/blackberry-
RIM Blackberry Pearl 8100 Front
pearl.html
http://www.mobiledia.com/phonesrim/blackberry-
RIM Blackberry Pearl 8100 isometric
pearl.html
http://www.mobiledia.com/phones/samsung/pm-Samsung PM-A740 Front
a740.html
http://reviews.cnet.com/cell-phones/samsung-sph-a740-
Samsung PM-A740 Isometric
sprint/4505-6454 7-31286873.htmi
http://reviews.cnet.com/cell-phones/samsunyo-sph-a740-
sprint/4505-6454 7-31286873.html
http://reviews.cnet.com/cell-phones/sanyo-scp-5300-
Sanyo SCP-5300 Front
sprint/4505-6454 7-20776128.html
http://reviews.cnet.com/cell-phones/sanyo-scp-5300-
Sanyo SCP-5300 Isometric
sprint/4505-6454 7-20776128.html
Siemens A35 Front 1 http://www.cz.o2.com /externa/padJ104jpg
Siemens A35 Front 2 http://i00.twenga.com/p/76/15/17615vb.png
Siemens A35 Isometric http://www.watfoon.com/prony.asp?id=1778
Cell Phone Product View Orientation Website
Siemens S10 Front http://www.mobstart.ru/ph/img/siemenss10 415.jpg
Siemens 510 Isometric http://www.dummy-sammler.de/siemens.htm
Sony Ericsson K500 Back http://www.esato.com/phones/index.php/phone=128
Sony Ericsson K500 Front http://www.esato.com/phones/index.php/phone=128
http://www.mobilmania.cz/Article/BiglmgGSMNew.asp?
Sony Ericsson K500 Side path=%2FFiles%2 FObrazky%2Fartl6%2FSE K500&file=%
2F09jpg
Sony Ericsson K850 Back http://www.gsmarena.com/sony ericsson k850-pictures-
Sony Ericsson K850 oBack2003.php
http://www.gsmarena.com/sony ericsson k850-pictures-
Sony Ericsson K850 SFront 2003.php
http://www.gsmarena.com/sony ericsson k850-pictures-
Sony Ericsson K850 Side 2003.php
http://www.gsmarena.com/sony ericsson t610-pictures-
Sony Ericsson T610 Front 405.php
http://www.mobilegazette.com/handsets/sony-
Sony Ericsson T610 Isometric ericsson/sony-ericsson-t610/sony-ericsson-t610-
combo.ipg
http://www.mobiles.co.uk/images/sony-ericsson-t610l
Sony Ericsson T610 Side
mobile-phone.jpg
http://www.mobiledia.com/reviews/sonyericsson/t68i/p
Sony Ericsson T68i Front
agel.htmi
Sony Ericsson T68i Isometric http://www,totaport.com/images/t68i600x480.gif
http://www.jamesbondlifestyle.com/images/products/bg
Sony Ericsson T68i Side 005.jpg
http://www.technologyreview.com/computing/186
Sony Walkman isometric 20/page
20/pagel
StarTac 3000 Isometric http://tinypic.com/view.php?pic=25ps7x3&s=4
SFront http://www.slipperybrick.com/wp-T-Mobile G1 Front
content/uploads/2008/10/tmobilegl-sbjpg
http://www.modmygphone.com/wiki/images/3/3d/EmulT-Mobile G1 Isometric 1.
ator l.ipg
T-Mobile G1 Side http://www.marketingpilgrim.com/wp-
content/uploads/2008/09/gphone-gl-side.png
http://reviews.cnet.com/sma rtphones/utstarcom-xv6700
verizon-wireless/4505-6452 7-31660683.html
http://handcellphone.com/wp-content/themes/green-Verizon Wireless XV6700 Isometric
marinee/phonepic/verizon-xv6700-cellphone.jpg
http://reviews.cnet.com/smartph ones/utstarcom-xv6700
Verizon Wireless XV6700 Side
verizon-wireless/4505-6452 7-31660683html
x;~__~_____l~ll__; ~_i/_l;j_;_:ii;__lii_________^^l__l___ ~ ~I I( ^ II_ ;___~__~_____ _   __ _1I_^(_~_~~1(_I;__ ; _ _ii.LLi.ii.li.li .. .. .-r.
9.4 Other Picture and Text References
In section 3.2.1, I re-used the pictures and quotes from the Technology Review
online article, titled "Objects of Desire" by Katherine Bourzac. The publication
can be found at:
http:/ /www.technologyvreview.com / computing/18620 /pagel
I have contacted Technology Review, Inc. and Copyrights Clearance Center to
obtain the required permission to reproduce the text and articles. The
confirmation number is 2091081 provided by Copyrights Clearance Center on
May 18, 2009. I can provide the needed proof of copyrights permission
authorization upon request.
Appendices
Appendix I - Mobile Phone Data Summary
Motorola Motorola
Group 1 Voice Nokia Mobira Nokia Mobira Motorola
DynaTAC MicroTac Nokia 100Phones Talkman Cityman StarTac 3000
_ _ _ 8000XA 9800x
Year 1983 1984 1987 1989 1993 1996
Product Cycle Early-Stage Early-Stage Mid-Stage Mid-Stage Late-Stage Late-StageStage
Leader or Follower Leader Leader Leader Leader Leader Leader
Talk Time [min] 60 60 50 90 120 85
Talk Time [hr] 1.0 1.0 0.8 15 2.0 1.4
C CPI of Launch Year 99,6 103.9 113,6 124 14 4. 5 156.9
(0 CPl of 2008 215.3 215.3 215.3 215-3 215.3 215.3E
S Retail Price at
3995 3002 3726 3495 49-G 1000Launch Year [$ 3
SNominal Retail Price 8636 6221 7062 6068 743 1372
in 2008 $S]
Talk Time Per $ 0,42 0,58 0.42 0,89 9 69 3.72
tsecl
phone book, one- phone book, one
phone book, touch dialing, touch dialing,Useful "Chatting" phone book, hands-free battery display, automaticFeatures voicemail
>_ operation signal indicator, answer, voice
cost control message, caller 10
foldable phone,
Sfoldable phone,
U .ringer style,
calculator, pin
Other Features briefcase ringtones key-guard system ringtones,
code, memorycode, memory language, pin
protection, code
keypad tones
- Diagonal Screen Size2) [cm] 1,4 1.8 1.8 1.6(cml
Weight [g] 9800 5500 800 349 338 88
' Length [mm] 330 183 171 186 94
-g
Width [mm] 44 43 57 58 55
0 Thickness [mm 89 79 32 34 19
Volume [cm 3] 1292 622 312 367 98
size of a first flip phone,
briefcase, strong first phone that is attenae has no
targets first-time marketed asa11 reception, lightweigh function (purely
Additoinal Facts signal loss issues cell phone users wearable fashion
suitcase for enough to be for aesthetics),O with ease of use oroduct
image-conscious carried speakerphone is
consumers subtle
GNkfoup 2 Text GF Nia 2110 Nok:a i610 Nokta 5!10 Nk; 611i0 Siemens S!O Nokia X30 Nokia 32 10 51Siemens A3S
Phones 33
Year 14995 1995 1996 1998 1998 1998 999 2000 2000
C Product CycleW  EarlyStage Early-Stage Early Stage Mid-Stage Mid-Stage Mid-Stage Late-Stage Late-Stage Late-Stage
I Stage
eader or Follower Leader Leader Leader Leader Follower Leader Leader Follower
Follower
STalk Time [(min 125 160 180 160 210 600 160 225 240
STalk Time [hr 2.1 2.7 3.0 2.7 3.5 10.0 2.7 3.8 4.0
dynamic font
dynamic font size, soft key,
size, soft key. T, smart o
iUseful 'Texng" oni recieves bitmap bitmap bitmap 19TS, smart messaging,
Features SMS display display display messaging, profile cover
bitmap function.,
display bitmap
> display
clock, alarm,
3 games,
Calarm, alarm picture
M game, alarm, calculator, 3 games,
clock, calendar, clock, alarm, changeabe
clock, alarm, alarm, ga calculator, clock, game games, voice rganizer, 
covers, dock,7
Other Features vibrate voice memo, infra-red gtone changeable
calculator game (lst phone memo, help ringtone
help function name cover(memory, with snake funcion composer,
snake, logic) game), font ransfer, calculator
vibrate,
key
profile
function
Diagona1.6 1.9 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.5 1.5 1.7 1.4
Size [inch]
bitmap: 5040 bitmap: 5238 bitmap: 6144 bitmap: 4032
Display Type 36 characters 42 characters 16 characters bitmap pixes pixels pixes pixes 32 character
pixels pixels pixels pixels
PAS 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.17 0,08 0.67 0.42 0.25
PRS 4.83 2.25 3.08 5.25 6.17 2.92 8.67 6.75 5.08
downloadable
downloadable downloadable idownloadable monophonic,
i Ringtones Type monophonic monophonic monophonic monophonic onic rinton nophonic
. monophonic monophonic monophonic rioitone
W. composer
V Weight [g1 170 236 255 170 137 18S 91 151 122
Length (mm] 130 148 160 132 130 147 100 130 118
Width (mm] 49 56 58 48 47 46 44 49 46
Thickness (mm] 23 25 28 31 28 25 17 23 28
r Sony Sony Son
nyo CP Sony Mtoro-a iamsung AppIePhon0i Tging !eatur rsrc5-)n .okIa N95 r cii an
n0'- Erisso  T !i pA 83 PH-A740 (2 G Ver io )
ear i 2002 0 2003 204 2004 204 2 007
t-- raiv-.Stage Earlv.Sage Ear!y.Stage Mid.Stag .Mid...Sage NMid Stage 1 ate-Sta u7' 1 aw Striuage Late.Stage
tagCaLeader Or
Lead er Lf eader Leader Leader Leader FFo!ier L e adr Lreader Follor
Talk ime ini r 162 0 840 420O 8 4 480 390  rm 
h 4
11eot-n v .3 03 01 3 0.3 0,3 2 5 5
Carl Zeiss
Xenon iash
no flash0 no optics and 3LED
image fhe nofashno nofashno no flash, Flss, imrage edaor, autofocus, video light,fla.... ernad' no flDsh, no fla";K n V 'll I hFT aniTg cnigitas Zoom zoom zoom image editor, screen, no video, digital picture vie h Mage
Features digital zoom Zoom eoom editor, no tab ilizaion
picture
editor, digital i
editor, digital
ZOOO
GIF GiF
Simage animated animated screensaver; screensaver, screensaver, screensaver, screensaver, screensaver,
Personalization scrensavefr screensaver screensaver, online photo online photo online photo online photo online photo online photo
Features online photo online photo gailery gallery gallery gallery. g a allery gallery
bgallery gallery
dedicated
no dedicated
eternal no dedicated External LCD, acaera
Ease of imae dedicated dedicated didicated dedicated button, autoamera o- tcamera dpricated bu ,
Capture camea camea camera e cover.
Featarex buton button button -i~c eirom iti
externaCl D etC rna LCD burton sancsor for
r sensor for
autorrotate
auto -rotate
triband, send triband, send w wireless wireless wireless
wireless wireless wireless
send email, emait, email, web, send web, send web, send
Image Sharing MMS, no iR, MMS,wireles MMS,wireles wemail , email, G, e iiweb,,send
email, MMS, email, email, 3G, IR,
Features wireless s web 1R, , web, IR, MMS,no MMS,blueto bluetooth,bluetooth, MMS'uickS M ,
web, 2G bluctooth, bluetooth n bluetot, MMoth, no R MS MMS, no IR,
no fR, 2G hare bluetooth
2G 2 io 1W hoto 3G.
MDiagonal Screen
2.1 1.5 1.8 2.2 1 . 1.9 3.5 2.6 2.2Sie iinchl
PAS 0,17 0.25 0,50 0.83 0,08 0,67 0.83 0.50 0,83
PRS 2.67 4,25 4.75 6,50 2,83 4.58 7.2-5 5.17 7,08
Screen
0.023 0.008 0.020 0.039 0.020 0.020 0.147 0.077 0.077
SReso on 11063 5327 11378 17600 11560 10912 42057 29538 34909
4. Resuluison [pu
, Weight [g 117 84 95 95 98 80 135 120 118
Length [mm) 94 101 102 98 83.82 102 115 99 102
Width [mm] 48 48 44 53 48,26 46 61 53 48
Thickness [mmi 28 20 19 14 23 14 12 21 17
__;  __~___ __i__
1, 92 RiM RM Verion R!"
r-up 4 A4i;-n- C;!cat Backberry 1 Ackberry ,relese ackberr e p r Mobile GI
r 7e n i 2 7 0 7 0 ,- 3 G
S 0 6720 Pearl 8100 XV6700 Curve 830
Yea: 2 LU2 2002 2003 2006 2006 2006 2007 2008 2008
SProductCyceProduct Cycle Ear-Stage aryag Ear-Stage Mid-Stage Mid-Stage Mid-Stage Late-Stage Late-Stage Late-Stage
Stage
Leaderor
Folower Leader Leader Leader Leader Follower Leader Leader Follower
Folluwer
Tatak Tfime 0n)1 24j 282 390 300 24 30 320
CL
Talk Time [hrl 5.0 3.0 40 4.7 6 5 50 4.0 5.0 5.3
HSDPA (14
Mbps UMTS (1
Top Download HSCSD ,57 6 GSM 1800 GSM 1800 CDMA 2000 EDGE (384 CDMA 2000 EDGE (384 capped by Mbps in
capped by Mbps in
Speed kbps) (I4 kbps) (14 kbps) (700 kbps) kbps) (700 kbps) kbps) AT&T in 2008)
2008)
SMS, Email, SMS, MMS, -Full
Fax, SMS, MMS, Email, - QWERTY
Attachment OrEmai, MMS, SMS, E Document - Organizer keyboard
Orgview anizer mail, Edit viewer • Voice dia, ersensorfor -Trackballewers, Advanced er sensor for
increasing Document calculator, SMS, Email, Word, Excel, (Word, Excel, full slide-out email, auto-rotate,
Productivity viewer ndfree organizer PowerPoint PowerPoint. keypad Speakerphon voice Acceleromet
Word, Excel, and Read PDF), e and Voice er sensor
ear-bud email
PowerPoint, PDFs SureType 
Activated
headset
PDF), headset keyboard Dialing Handwriting
Organizer software, recognition,
WAP, HTML, HTML Safari,HTML, HTML (Blazer touchscreen, web 2.0,
Browsing Web Flash 5 HTML (Blaer web 2.0 touchscreen HTML web 2.0, HTML multi-touch G browser
animations touchscreen
SMS(threade
d view),
., SMS, MMS.rMM MMS, Instant
MP3, WAV, Instant SMS, MMS, instant SMS thread
" Messaging,
ro Social SMS, MMS SMS, MMS SMS MIDI, FM Messaging, instant messaging, view, App lack
Radio MMS messaging trackball Store microsoft
L. navigation
exchange
support
1.3 MP,
1.3 MP, video 1.3MP, LED adjustable to 2MP, LED 2M, photo 3.2 MP, noImaging None None None
camera flash ambient flash browser video
setting,
Windows no radio,Media
Media Player Roxio Easy
Portable player, music Media audio/video - MP3
Video player, WIndowVideo Gives You Creator 9 player, player,
Media Streaming, None None Polyphonic, MediaPlayerS MP3 and Polyphonic, Media Player (optimize YouTube, no amazon MP3
Streaming MP3 and 10 and editing radio, iTunes store
MIDI
Multimedia tools for
Support ringtones MPS, video,
BlackBerry 8tackBerry
Navigation None None None None None GPS GPS
maps maps
No 9ia 210 Ri
PaiiTn Theo v Pa rn ,re
270 T k2 700w
- 6720
2002 2002 2W3 2006
Eay-Stage Ead!y-Stage Eary-tage Mid-Stage
Foilower Leader Leader Leader
Pead 8100
Md-Staie
L id
XV6700
Mid-Stage
Fos ifswer
Blackberry
Curve 8300
2007
Ladr
App e ~bene 
-obe 
.Gl!
z08 2008
Late-Stage Late-Stage
Leader Foi oiwer
d 5.5 2.6 31 2.6 O 3.6 2.5 2.3 2.8
Sagon Screen 4.1 2.8 3.0 25 22 2 2.8 35 3.2
Size ginch]
PS 0.08 0,17 0.17 0.33 0,92 0.25 
0.75 0:83 017
PRS 2.42 3.83 3.83 4.33 7.17 5.33 
6.08 7.42 4.58
S Weight 244 153 138 181 90 283 111 133 158
1 115.5 117
0 Length mm 158 1 7 121 111.8 
107 108 114 115
D 77 58,4 50 58,9 66 62,1 55.7Width immI 5 6 71
Thickness [mmc 27 21 -18 23 15 24 
14 12 17
Group 4Z Ai-n-
One Ph~nes--
Year
Priuct Cycle
-,rageo
Laer or
Appendix II- Sample Survey
The full survey is 31 pages long. I have only included a few survey pages to
illustrate the formatting of the survey. Due to copyrights restrictions, all photos
need to be removed for the publication of this thesis.
The content of the survey is as follow:
Page 1:
Page 2-10:
Page 11:
Page 12-20:
Page 21:
Page 22-30:
Page 31:
Information
Introduction Page
Group A Phone Pictures
Group A Phone Ranking Page
Group B Phone Pictures
Group B Phone Ranking Page
Group C Phone Pictures
Group C Phone Ranking & Survey Participant Background
The selected sample pages will be illustrated in the remaining pages of Appendix
II.
Disclaimer:
The Full Survey With Pictures can be provided on a case-by-case basis for the
purpose of validating the results of this thesis. No individual can reproduce or
distribute publicly paper and electronic copies of said Full Survey With Pictures
in whole or in part. The pictures of said Full Survey with Pictures are
copyrighted materials from websites. Any individual, who violates the terms of
this disclaimer, need to assume full potential legal consequence.
SAMPLE PAGE 1 of SURVEY 23407
Survey on Your Perception of Aesthetics
May 12 2009
Thank you for participating this survey. There are pictures of 25 phones
in this survey. These phones are divided into 4 groups. I would like you
to:
(i) Decide which product you find pretty
(ii) Rank the "prettiness" of the phones in each group at the end of
each GROUP. You would probably find having a pencil and piece of
paper handy for doing this exercise by writing notes for yourself
(iii) Tell me why you find the certain products "pretty" or "not pretty."
(example answer: it's too thick, don't like the color, buttons look
odd, etc.) at the end of each GROUP
(iv) Fill out your background information at the end of the survey
Please do not hesitate to email me at at @sioan.mit.edu or call me at
(+1) 617-o34-4082 if there are any questions. Hope you enjoy this
exercise!
Note:
In order to give you the sense of relative size of products, many of the
pictures are drawn on the same scale. The ones that are not drawn with
the same scale are indicated by "Not-to-scale" text above the picture.
Disclosure:
The identification of all participants of this survey will remain
anonymous. All data in this survey is only going to be used for the MIT
System Design and Management thesis research paper written by
Arthur T. Mak, MIT graduate student. Under no circumstances, the
identity of the participant of this survey will be distributed to anyone or
published in any medium both electronically or non-electronically.
Survey Code: 23407
--~~~~SLT~~lr~ii~~~*r~~iil~i~i~~Vil;~i;LI -- iciiiiii: iii lii~^_~iii~;l~;-:__;:?-)i;ji-_ii~i.:: -=i-l;;:: -:i;i lil-;~~----i--:~-~-l:-I L_*_*;i _ii-ii~_li~~ ;I--i-i~~;_:i~lTr-~-i-li--~--ilii~- - i-i__
SAMPLE PAGE 2 of SURVEY 23407
GROUP A
Phone 1 (Nokia 5110)
Front View Side View
Isometric View
(Not-to-scale)
3.5 inches (8.9 cm)
n vnu think this nhnne is nrettv?
1.5 inch (3.8cm)
Please type YES or NO in this box:]
Picture References (websites below last viewed on May 12, 2009)
Front View and Side View: http://wwvv.bluejackq.comgallery2/5 110-400.jpl
isometric View: http://www.compxcell.co,za/images/nokia51 LO.gif
Survey Code: 23407
1
o vou think this phone is prettv?--~ j
--k
SAMPLE PAGE 3 of SURVEY 23407
GROUP A
Phone 2 (Nokia 2110)
Front View Side View
Isometric View
(Not-to-scale
3.5 inches (8.9 cm)
Do you think this ohone is nrettv?
1.5 inch (3.8cm)
[Please type YES or NO in this box:]
Picture References (websites below last viewed on May 12, 2009)
Front View: http://,www.onlinemobilhu/kepek/nagyjkepek/fejdiszek/nokia211 0jpg
Side View and Isometric View: http:i/mobile.softpedia.com/phonePictures/1
Survey Code: 23407
- -
1
------ - --
"
SAMPLE PAGE 10 of SURVEY 23407
GROUP A
Phone 9 (Ericsson GF 338)
2.5 inches (6.4 cm)
nn unat think this nhnne is nrettv?
2.5 inches (6.4 cm)
Please type YES or NO in this box:]
Picture References (websites below last viewed on May 12, 2009)
Front Views: http://mobile.softpedia.com/phnePicturesi513
httn://www.cellular.coza/pfhones/ericsson/archive/ericsson psm ohones 1994 1997.htm
Isometric Views: http:/www.248am.com/imageslericsson388.jpg
Survey Code: 23407
___ __ 
O
I
n Jnltt think this phone is prettv I
I
SAMPLE PAGE 11 of SURVEY 23407
This is near the end of the Group A portion of the survey.
Can you please rank the phones in Group A from 1 to 9 (1 being the prettiest and 9 being the least pretty):
Phone 1: [Please type a number from
Phone 2: [Please type a number from
Phone 3: [Please type a number from
Phone 4: [Please type a number from
Phone 5: [Please type a number from
Phone 6: [Please type a number from
Phone 7: [Please type a number from
Phone 8: [Please type a number from
Phone 9: [Please type a number from
1 to 9 here]
1 to 9 here]
1 to 9 here]
1 to 9 here]
1 to 9 here]
1 to 9 here]
1 to 9 here]
1 to 9 here]
1 to 9 here]
Can you please give me your top 3 reasons for why you find certain
[Please type your top 3 reasons here - please be very brief]
Can you please give me your top 3 reasons for why you find certain
[Please type your top 3 reasons here - please be very brief]
Please go to the next page for Group B portion of the survey.
Survey Code: 23407
phones pretty in Group A?
phones not pretty in Group A?
--------- -- I -- L- I %a
-- II -- III -----------
SAMPLE PAGE 12 of SURVEY 23407
GROUP B
Phone 1 (Motorola RAZR V3)
Front View
Isometric View
(Not-to-scale)Side View
3 inches (7.6 cm) 1 inch (2.5cm)
Do you think this phone is pretty?
Please type YES or NO in this box:]
Picture References (websites below last viewed on May 12, 2009)
Front View and Side View: http://www.mobiledia.com/phones/motorola/razr-v3.html
Isometric View: http: lpinkisthecolor.files.wordpress.com/2008/08/motorola razr v3.ipg
Survey Code: 23407
_ _ _
dd wl 0l W-
I
SAMPLE PAGE 21 of SURVEY 23407
This is near the end ofthe Group B portion of the survey.
Can you please rank the phones in Group B from i to 9 (1 being the prettiest and 9 being the least pretty):
Phone 1: [Please type a number from 1 to 9 here]
Phone 2: [Please type a number from 1 to 9 here]
Phone 3: [Please type a number from 1 to 9 here]
Phone 4: [Please type a number from 1 to 9 here]
Phone 5: [Please type a number from 1 to 9 here]
Phone 6: [Please type a number from 1 to 9 here]
Phone 7: [Please type a number from 1 to 9 here]
Phone 8: [Please type a number from 1 to 9 here]
Phone 9: [Please type a number from 1 to 9 here]
Can you please give me your top 3 reasons for why you find certain phones pretty in Group B?
[Please type your top 3 reasons here - please be very brief]
Can you please give me your top 3 reasons for why you find certain phones not pretty in Group B?
[Please type your top 3 reasons here - please be very brief]
Please go to the next page for Group C portion of the survey.
Sunrvey Code: 23407
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SAMPLE PAGE 22 of SURVEY 23407
GROUP C
Phone 1 (Palm Treo 700w)
Front View
3 inches (7.6 cm) 1 inch (2.5cm)
Do you think this phone Is pretty?
Please type YES or NO in this box:]
Picture References (websites below last viewed on May 12, 2009)
Front View: http://www.mobiledia.com/phones/palm/treo-700w.html
Side View and Back View:
httn:/Ireviews.cnetcom/smartnhones/palm-treo-700w-rav/4505-6452 7-
Survey Code: 23407
Side View Back View
31473222.html?tag=mncol:Ist
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SAMPLE PAGE 31 of SURVEY 23407
This is near the end of the Group C portion of the survey.
Can you please rank the phones in Group C from 1 to 9 (1 being the prettiest and 9 being the least pretty):
Phone 1: [Please type a number fl-om 1 to 9 here]
Phone 2: [Please type a number from I to 9 here]
Phone 3: [Please type a number from I to 9 here]
Phone 4: [Please type a number from 1 to 9 here]
Phone 5: [Please type a number from 1 to 9 here]
Phone 6: [Please type a number from 1 to 9 here]
Phone 7: [Please type a number from 1 to 9 here]
Phone 8: [Please type a number from 1 to 9 here]
Phone 9: [Please type a number from 1 to 9 here]
Can you please give me your top 3 reasons for why you find certain phones pretty in Group C?
[Please type your top 3 reasons here - please be very brief]
Can you please give me your top 3 reasons for why you find certain phones not pretty in Group C?
[Please type your top 3 reasons here - please be very brief]
Background Information
,. During your lifetime, which is the country that you have spent the most time?
[Please type in the country name]
2. What is your age group?
[Please type one of the following: 0-25 years old, 26-45 years old, 45 years old or above]
3. What is your gender?
[Please type male or female]
This is the end of the survey. Really appreciate your time!
Survey Code: 23407
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Appendix III
Survey Code: ;
Full Survey Results
23401
Group RankGroup Product Pretty? (1=prettiest) Comment
2 Nokia 5110 No 6 Phones are pretty because:
2 Nokia 2110 No 9 Ergonomic design to fit hand,
2 Siemens S10 No 7 material quality, durability,
2 Nokia 3210 Yes 2 maintenance/care, contrast/balance
2 Nokia 1610 No 8 of surfaces, and perceived value,
2 Nokia 6110 No 5 manageable size
2 Siemens A35 No 3
2 Nokia 8850 Yes 1 Phones are not pretty because:
2 Ericsson GF 338 No 4 Non ergonomic design, no
3 Motorola RAZR V3 No 6 Phones are pretty because:
3 Sanyo SCP-5300 No 8 Materiality, not ergonomic but pure,
3 Sony Ericsson K500 Yes 1 uniform shape, buttons
3 Nokia N95 Yes 5
3 Sony Ericsson T68i No 7 Phones are not pretty because:
3 Samsung PM-A740 No 9 Bulky hinge, poor material sensitivity,
3 Sony Ericsson K850 Yes 2 awkward proportions and shape - not
3 Apple iPhone (2G Version) Yes 3 fitting to the hand comfortably
3 Sony Ericsson T610 Yes 4
4 Palm Treo 700w No 6 Phones are pretty because:
4 RIM Blackberry 6720 No 8 Sliding operation, bigger buttons,
4 Verizon Wireless XV6700 Yes 4 materiality
4 RIM Blackberry Curve 8300 Yes 3
4 Palm Treo 270 No 7 Phones are not pretty because:
4 RIM Blackberry Pearl 8100 Yes 1 Button size too small,
4 T-Mobile G1 No 5 proportions awkward, poor
4 Apple iPhone 3G Yes 2 materiality
4 Nokia 9210i Communicator No 9
Survey Code: " 24302
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Group RankGroup Product Pretty? Comment(l=prettiest)
2 Nokia 5110 No 3
2 Nokia 2110 No 8 Phones are pretty because:
2 Siemens S10 No 9 Smaller size, less bulky, no antennae
2 Nokia 3210 Yes 2
2 Nokia 1610 No 5
Phones are not pretty because:2 Nokia 6110 No 4
Very large size, and very strange
2 Siemens A35 No 6 looking with antennae
2 Nokia 8850 Yes 1
2 Ericsson GF 338 No 7
3 Motorola RAZR V3 Yes 2
3 Sanyo SCP-5300 No 8 Phones are pretty because:
3 Sony Ericsson K500 Yes 6 Sleek, nice color choice, cool looking
3 Nokia N95 Yes 7 buttons.
3 Sony Ericsson T68i Yes 5
3 Samsung PM-A740 No 9 Phones are not pretty because:
3 Sony Ericsson K850 Yes 3 Big awkward antennae, bad color
3 Apple iPhone (2G Version) Yes 1 choice
3 Sony Ericsson T610 Yes 4
4 Palm Treo 700w No 7
4 RIM Blackberry 6720 No 6
4 Verizon Wireless XV6700 No 5 Phones are pretty because:
4 RIM Blackberry Curve 8300 Yes 2 Sleek look
4 Palm Treo 270 No 9
4 RIM Blackberry Pearl 8100 Yes 3 Phones are not pretty because:
4 T-Mobile G1 No 8 Strange colors, weird antennae
4 Apple iPhone 3G Yes 1
4 Nokia 9210i Communicator Yes 4
;_jliii__iii______I ~(_~___;
Survey Code: 32403
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Group RankGroup Product Pretty? roup Rank Comment(1=prettiest)
2 Nokia 5110 No 4
2 Nokia 2110 No 6
2 Siemens S10 No 5 Phones are pretty because:
2 Nokia 3210 No 3 Slim, chic, like ariel-less phones
2 Nokia 1610 No 7
2 Nokia 6110 Yes 2 Phones are not pretty because:
2 Siemens A35 No 8 Slide functions, large size, bulky/fat
2 Nokia 8850 Yes 1
2 Ericsson GF 338 No 9
3 Motorola RAZR V3 Yes 3
3 Sanyo SCP-5300 No 4 Phones are pretty because:
3 Sony Ericsson K500 No 7
Slim, chic, pratical3 Nokia N95 No 5
3 Sony Ericsson T68i No 6 Phones are not pretty because:
3 Samsung PM-A740 No 9 Bulky, too many flip functions, aerials
3 Sony Ericsson K850 Yes 1
are quite outdated now3 Apple iPhone (2G Version) Yes 2
3 Sony Ericsson T610 No 8
4 Palm Treo 700w No 5 Phones are pretty because:
4 RIM Blackberry 6720 No 4 Screens are bigger, more functions
4 Verizon Wireless XV6700 No 6
are practical to the everyday business
4 RIM Blackberry Curve 8300 Yes 1
world, phones become smaller4 Palm Treo 270 No 7
4 RIM Blackberry Pearl 8100 Yes 2 Phones are not pretty because:
4 T-Mobile G1 No 9
Too fat, too many buttons, too many4 Apple iPhone 3G Yes 3
moving parts4 Nokia 9210i Communicator No 8
Survey Code: 34204
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Group RankGroup Product Pretty? Comment(1=prettiest)
2 Nokia 5110 No 5
2 Nokia 2110 No 8 Phones are pretty because:
2 Siemens $10 No 7
They weren't pretty2 Nokia 3210 No 4
2 Nokia 1610 No 9 Phones are not pretty because:
2 Nokia 6110 No 2 Very square, old fashioned screen,2 Siemens A35 No 3does not loo
does not look nice
2 Nokia 8850 No 1
2 Ericsson GF 338 No 6
3 Motorola RAZR V3 No 5
3 Sanyo SCP-5300 No 8 Phones are pretty because:
3 Sony Ericsson K500 Yes 4 Sleek, black+dark silver (elegant look),
3 Nokia N95 No 6 compact
3 Sony Ericsson T68i No 7
3 Samsung PM-A740 No 9 Phones are not pretty because:
3 Sony Ericsson K850 Yes 1 Flip phone, antenna, bad screen
3 Apple iPhone (2G Version) Yes 2 image quality, ordinary look
3 Sony Ericsson T610 Yes 3
4 Palm Treo 700w No 4
4 RIM Blackberry 6720 No 9 Phones are pretty because:
4 Verizon Wireless XV6700 No 6 Slim, ergonomic, black/dark silver
4 RIM Blackberry Curve 8300 Yes 3 colors
4 Palm Treo 270 No 7
4 RIM Blackberry Pearl 8100 Yes 2 Phones are not pretty because:
4 T-Mobile G1 No 5 Weird shape, cheap looking materials,
4 Apple iPhone 3G Yes 1 flipping features, antenna
4 Nokia 9210i Communicator No 8
_
Survey Code: " 42305
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Group Rank
Group Product Pretty? Group Rank Comment(1=prettiest)
2 Nokia 5110 No 4
Phones are pretty because:
2 Siemens S10 No 7 ie e s S10 No 7 Silver, sleek, small
2 Nokia 3210 No 5
2 Nokia 1610 No 9 Phones are not pretty because:
2 Nokia 6110 No 6 Bulky, heavy plastic, thick, cheap
2 Siemens A35 No 3material
2 Nokia 8850 Yes 1
2 Ericsson GF 338 No 2
3 Motorola RAZR V3 Yes 2
3 Sanyo SCP-5300 No 8 Phones are pretty because:
3 Sony Ericsson K500 Yes 6 Sleek, symmetrical, simple, skinny
3 Nokia N95 No 7
3 Sony Ericsson T68i Yes Phones are not pretty because:
3 Samsung PM-A740 No 9 Bulky clamshell, poor screen
3 Sony Ericsson K850 Yes 3
resolution
3 Apple iPhone (2G Version) Yes 1
3 Sony Ericsson T610 Yes 4
4 Palm Treo 700w No 5
4 RIM Blackberry 6720 No 7 Phones are pretty because:
4 Verizon Wireless XV6700 No 6 Shiny, sleek finish, simple, small, color
4 RIM Blackberry Curve 8300 No 3 screen
4 Palm Treo 270 No 8
4 RIM Blackberry Pearl 8100 Yes 2 Phones are not pretty because:
4 T-Mobile G1 No 4 Antenna, bulky, no color screen,
4 Apple iPhone 3G Yes 1 cheap material finish
4 Nokia 9210i Communicator No 9
Survey Code: 43206
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Group RankGroup Product Pretty? Comment(1=prettiest)
2 Nokia 5110 No 8
2 Nokia 2110 No 92 i Nokia 210 INo 9 Phones are pretty because:
2 Siemens S10 No 4
2 Nokia 3210 No 1 Shape, size, color
2 Nokia 1610 No 5
2 1 Nokia 6110 No 6 Phones are not pretty because:
Not enough functions, poor
2 Siemens A3 8850 No 7 visuals/black and white, funny shape2 Nokia 8850 No 3
2 Ericsson GF 338 No 2
3 Motorola RAZR V3 Yes 8
3 Sanyo SCP-5300 No 7
3 Sony Ericsson K500 No 9 Phones are pretty because:
3 Nokia N95 Yes 4
3 Sony Ericsson T68i No 1
3 Samsung PM-A740 No 3 Phones are not pretty because:
3 Sony Ericsson K850 No 5
3 Apple iPhone (2G Version) Yes 6
3 Sony Ericsson T610 No 2
4 Palm Treo 700w Yes 8
Phones are pretty because:4 RIM Blackberry 6720 No 4
Size, functions, screen quality4 Verizon Wireless XV6700 No 1
4 RIM Blackberry Curve 8300 Yes 6
4 Palm Treo 270 No 3 Phones are not pretty because:
4 RIM Blackberry Pearl 8100 Yes 2
4 . T-Mobile G1 No 5 Size/shape non symmetric, weight,
poor functions
4 Apple iPhone 3G Yes 7
4 Nokia 9210i Communicator No 9
_ ;;;; ______ _ _ _ _ ~~_i~;_~____~_ll___^_(___ Xi?_^_;rlXI
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Survey Code: ' 23407
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Group Rank
Group Product Pretty? Group Rank Comment(1=prettiest)
2 Nokia 5110 No 8 Phones are pretty because:
2 Nokia 2110 No 6 Round shape, bright color, convenient
2 Siemens S10 Yes 5
screen and display of functionalities
2 Nokia 3210 No 9
2 Nokia 1610 No 7 Phones are not pretty because:
2 Nokia 6110 Yes 4 Not pretty shape, dark color,
2 Siemens A35 Yes 2 inconveniant screen and display of
2 Nokia 8850 Yes 1 functionalities
2 Ericsson GF 338 Yes 3
3 Motorola RAZR V3 Yes 2 Phones are pretty because:
3 Sanyo SCP-5300 No 8 Wider screen compared to overall
3 Sony Ericsson K500 Yes 5  ricsson K500 Yes 5 phone, phone and screen colors,
pretty display of the functionalities
3 Sony Ericsson T68i No 9
3 Samsung PM-A740 No 
_ 7 Phones are not pretty because:
3 Sony Ericsson K850 Yes 4 Not pretty shape, small screen,
3 Apple iPhone (2G Version) Yes 1 thickness
3 Sony Ericsson T610 Yes 5
4 Palm Treo 700w Yes 5 Phones are pretty because:
4 RIM Blackberry 6720 Yes 7 Screen size compared to the overall
4 Verizon Wireless XV6700 Yes 4 phone, not thick, convenient display
4 RIM Blackberry Curve 8300 No 2 of the functionalities
4 Palm Treo 270 Yes 8
4 RIM Blackberry Pearl 8100 Yes 6 Phones are not pretty because:
4 T-Mobile G1 Yes 3 Screen size, thick, bad screen and
4 Apple iPhone 3G Yes 1 phone color
4 Nokia 9210i Communicator No 9
Survey Code: " 24308
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Group RankGroup Product Pretty? Group Rank Comment(1=prettiest)
2 Nokia 5110 Yes 3
2 Nokia 2110 No 9 Phones are pretty because:
2 Siemens S10 No 8 a good shape, color is pretty,
2 Nokia 3210 Yes 2 harmonious color
2 Nokia 1610 No 7
2 Nokia 6110 No 6 Phones are not pretty because:
2 Siemens A35 Yes 4 too masculine, color clash, shape and
2 Nokia 8850 Yes 1 color are not special
2 Ericsson GF 338 Yes 5
3 Motorola RAZR V3 Yes 4
3 Sanyo SCP-5300 Yes 3 Phones are pretty because:
3 Sony Ericsson K500 No 7 like the blue and silver, not too many
3 Nokia N95 No 8 details, shape is simple
3 Sony Ericsson T68i Yes 1
3 Samsung PM-A740 Yes 5 Phones are not pretty because:
3 Sony Ericsson K850 Yes 2 color does not blend properly, too
3 Apple iPhone (2G Version) No 6 many details, color too bright
3 Sony Ericsson T610 No 9
4 Palm Treo 700w No 7
4 RIM Blackberry 6720 No 9 Phones are pretty because:
4 Verizon Wireless XV6700 No 5 the shape is elegant (not too
4 RIM Blackberry Curve 8300 Yes 2 rounded), like black and silver,
4 Palm Treo 270 No 8 gradual change of color
4 RIM Blackberry Pearl 8100 Yes 1
4 T-Mobile G1 No 4 Phones are not pretty because:
4 Apple iPhone 3G No 3 looks like a toy, too colorful, too busy
4 Nokia 9210i Communicator No 6
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Survey Code:' 32409
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Group RankGroup Product Pretty? Group Rank Comment
(1=prettiest)
2 Nokia 5110 Yes 1
2 Nokia 2110 No 5 Phones are pretty because:
2 Siemens S10 No 9 All hideous
2 Nokia 3210 No 4
2 Nokia 1610 No 7 Phones are not pretty because:
2 Nokia 6110 No 3 Old fashioned, antennae, curvy and
2 Siemens A35 No 8 rounded edges, tricky assymetrical
2 Nokia 8850 No 2 designs
2 Ericsson GF 338 No 6
3 Motorola RAZR V3 Yes 4
3 Sanyo SCP-5300 No 9 Phones are pretty because:
3 Sony Ericsson K500 No 8 Elegance, black or grey color, clear
3 Nokia N95 Yes 3 cut design
3 Sony Ericsson T68i No 7
3 Samsung PM-A740 No 6 Phones are not pretty because:
3 Sony Ericsson K850 Yes 2 Unsymmetrical, shape, squatness,
3 Apple iPhone (2G Version) Yes 1 colors
3 Sony Ericsson T610 No 5
4 Palm Treo 700w Yes 6
4 RIM Blackberry 6720 Yes 2 Phones are pretty because:
4 Verizon Wireless XV6700 Yes 3 One color, sleek simple design
4 RIM Blackberry Curve 8300 No 8
4 Palm Treo 270 Yes 4 Phones are not pretty because:
4 RIM Blackberry Pearl 8100 No 7 Several colors, complicated design,
4 T-Mobile G1 Yes 5
4 Apple iPhone 3G Yes 1 flaps
4 Nokia 9210i Communicator No 9
Survey Code: " 34210
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Group Product Pretty? Group Rank Comment(1=prettiest)
2 Nokia 5110 No 6
2 Nokia 2110 No 8
2 Siemens S10 No Phones are pretty because:2 Siemens S10 No 9
2 Nokia 3210 No 3 None were pretty
2 Nokia 1610 No 4
2 Nokia 6110 No 1 Phones are not pretty because:
2 Siemens A35 No 7 Chunky, thick antenna, surface of
2 Nokia 8850 No 2 phone dull-looking and not shiny
2 Ericsson GF 338 No 5
3 Motorola RAZR V3 Yes 1
3 Sanyo SCP-5300 Yes 7 Phones are pretty because:
3 Sony Ericsson K500 Yes 3 Sleek, little image on the phone cover
3 Nokia N95 No 2 (e.g. phones 1 and 2), simple buttons
3 Sony Ericsson T68i No 6
3 Samsung PM-A740 No 5 Phones are not pretty because:
3 Sony Ericsson K850 Yes 4 Chunky, surface of phone not very
3 Apple iPhone (2G Version) No 8 shiny, looks complicated
3 Sony Ericsson T610 No 9
4 Palm Treo 700w No 4
4 RIM Blackberry 6720 No 6 Phones are pretty because:
4 Verizon Wireless XV6700 No 8 Screen looks pretty, slim, keyboard
4 RIM Blackberry Curve 8300 Yes 7 very visible
4 Palm Treo 270 No 1
4 RIM Blackberry Pearl 8100 Yes 3 Phones are not pretty because:
4 T-Mobile G1 No 5 Chunky, slide out keyboard, black and
4 Apple iPhone 3G No 9 white images on screen
4 Nokia 9210i Communicator No 2
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Group RankGroup Product Pretty? Comment(1=prettiest)
2 Nokia 5110 No 5
2 Nokia 2110 No 8 Phones are pretty because:
2 Siemens S10 No 7 Look a little more modern than they
2 Nokia 3210 Yes 2 actually are, colors, shape
2 Nokia 1610 No 9
2 Nokia 6110 No 4 Phones are not pretty because:
2 Siemens A35 Yes 3 Looks old-fashioned, no mix of colors,
2 Nokia 8850 Yes 1 shape and colors are too boring
2 Ericsson GF 338 No 6
3 Motorola RAZR V3 Yes 2
3 Sanyo SCP-5300 No 9 Phones are pretty because:
3 Sony Ericsson K500 Yes 5 Shape, thickness, adepability to
3 Nokia N95 Yes 3 different situations/people
3 Sony Ericsson T68i No 7
3 Samsung PM-A740 No 8 Phones are not pretty because:
3 Sony Ericsson K850 No 6 Thickness, shape, monotonicity in its
3 Apple iPhone (2G Version) Yes 1 look
3 Sony Ericsson T610 Yes 4
4 Palm Treo 700w Yes 4
4 RIM Blackberry 6720 No 7 Phones are pretty because:
4 Verizon Wireless XV6700 No 5 Simplicity, elgancy, cool shape
4 RIM Blackberry Curve 8300 Yes 2
4 Palm Treo 270 No 8 Phones are not pretty because:
4 RIM Blackberry Pearl 8100 Yes 3 Old fashioned, color too ugly makes
4 T-Mobile G1 No 6 phone look boring, looks like a toy
4 Apple iPhone 3G Yes 1 more than a phone
4 Nokia 9210i Communicator No 9
Survey Code: " 43212
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Group RankGroup Product Pretty? Group RaComment
(1=prettiest)
2 Nokia 5110 No 4
2 Nokia 2110 No 9
2 Siemens S10 No 8 Phones are pretty because:
2 Nokia 3210 Yes 2 Bright flashy colors, shape, no flaps
2 Nokia 1610 No 6
2 Nokia 6110 No 3 Phones are not pretty because:
2 Siemens A35 No 5 Dull colors, flaps, antennas too big
2 Nokia 8850 Yes 1
2 Ericsson GF 338 No 7
3 Motorola RAZR V3 Yes 3
3 Sanyo SCP-5300 No 9 Phones are pretty because:
3 Sony Ericsson K500 Yes 4 No Antenna, flashy colors, mostly non
3 Nokia N95 No 5 folding
3 Sony Ericsson T68i No 8
3 Samsung PM-A740 No 7 Phones are not pretty because:
3 Sony Ericsson K850 Yes 2 Antennas, older looking styles, simple
3 Apple iPhone (2G Version) Yes 1 with boring colors
3 Sony Ericsson T610 No 6
4 Palm Treo 700w No 7
4 RIM Blackberry 6720 No 5 Phones are pretty because:
4 Verizon Wireless XV6700 No 3 No antenna, smooth looking, no flip
4 RIM Blackberry Curve 8300 Yes 8 up
4 Palm Treo 270 No 4
4 RIM Blackberry Pearl 8100 Yes 2 Phones are not pretty because:
4 T-Mobile G1 No 6 Antennas, Flip ups, gray not a good
4 Apple iPhone 3G Yes 1 color
4 Nokia 9210i Communicator No 9
